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documents filed with Minister, of . . ................... . ... ....... . 
evidence, as .. . .. . .......... . ............................. ... - .. 
order of dissolution, of, to be filed with Minister .............. ..... . 
e xtension of dissolution, of, to be filed with J\l ini,;ter . . . ..... . 
notice in Ont ario Gazette, re .. ......................... ...... . 
resolut ion authorizing a mendment of articles, of, to be in articles 
of amendment ... . . ..... .. . .. . . ...... . ....... ..... . 
increasing aggrega te considerat ion of uo par share~, of, to he 
filed with Minister .. . . . ......... ... ... .. ... ........ . 
scheme of arrangement, of, to be in statement of to amend :1rticle, ... . 
special by-law, of, to be filed with :\1 inister 
change of head office re . . .. . ....... . ........ .. ....... ....... . 
in number of directors re .... .. ..... . . .... .... ......... . 








































BUSJ ~ESS CORPOR:\ TIO:.'>lS-Continued 
CHAIR~IAN 
audit committee, of 
election of ........... ... ...................... . . . ......... . 
meetings to be convened by .................................. . 
board of directors, of 
duties of. .................... .............................. . 
election of .................... ............................. . 
qualifications of ................ ............................ . 
to be director subject to articles and by-laws ................... . 
meetings of shareholders, of 
adjournment of, by ............ ............................. . 
appointment of, by court un winding up by court order .......... . 
casting vote of .................... ......................... . 
cl irection as to poll by ....................................... . 
president to be .................... ......................... . 
vice-president to be in absence of president ................. . 
CHAJlITABLF, OllJF,CTS 
capacity of corporation to subscribe money for .................... . 
CLAIMS 
arrangement, re, with creditors ........................... ....... . 
compromise of, with debtors and contributories .................... . 
proof of, in winding up ......... . ........... .................... . 
wages, for, p1·iority of ...................... .................... . 
CLEARING CORPORATI0:'.'1 
constructive deli,·ery through ............... .................... . 
endorsement through .......................... ..... . 
defined ...................... .......................... · · · · · · · · 
delivery of security through ..................................... . 
liabilities of, not affected by error;; in records ........... , . ,,,.,.,,,, 
obligations of, not affected by erro1·s in records .................... . 
pledge of security through ....................... ............... . 
pledgee in, considered holde1· ................ ................ . 
records of 
delivery through .... ........................................ . 
errors in ...................................... ............. . 
security shown in ........... ............. , ..... . ..... , ...... . 
securities in, treated as fungible bulk ................ ............. . 
transfer of securi tics through ......... ........................... . 
transferee in, considered hol<ler ...... ............................ . 
COM\1 ENCE~iENT 
voluntary winding up, of ....................................... . 
corporation to cease business on .............................. . 
proceedings against corporation after, require leave of court. ..... . 
winding up by court order, of ................ ................... . 
Cmunss10N 
subscription for shares, on ............................ . . . ... . . . . . 
mining, etc., corporations re ................ .................. . 
special by-law, re ...... .. ........ ........................... . 
unauthorized, prohibited .... , ........ ...... ,,.,,.,,,.,.,., ...... . 
C0\1MISS10K, THE 




attributes of .... .............................................. . 
classification of. ................................... , , . , , ....... . 
designation of ..... . .......................................... . . 
purchase of own, by corporation 
agreement, re .. ... ... ...................................... . 
articles to authorized . ....................................... . 
balance sheet to note ...... .................................. . 


















































BUSINESS CORl'OR,\TIONS- Continued 
Co~mo::-i S11AREs-Conlinucd 
compromise indebtedness, to, , . , ........ ....... .. ............ . 
~li~inat~ f~a.ctions of shares, to ...... , , , , , .. , , , ..... , .. . ...... . 
rns1der hab1h ty, re ..................... . . , .. _ ... , .. _ ........ _ 
method of .................................................. . 
notes to financial statement re ......................... , . , .... . 
out of issued capital ............. . ........................... . 
prohibited when solvent ..................................... . 
resale of ................. _ ......... __ . _ .... . ............. __ _ 
resolution re ....................... . ....................... . 
voting rights of. ...... , ...... . . . . . .... , ... . ........ , . , ......... . 
CONFIRMATION 
amendment of articles, of 
restrict transfers of shares, to ................................ . 
vary rights of special shareholders, to ......................... . 
by-law of corporation, of ................... , ...... , . , .......... . 
proof of ................................ . .................. . 
writing, in ....................... _ ........ . . . . . . _ .. , ....... . 
contract in which director has interest, of. ........................ . 
remuneration of directors, of .................................... . 
sale of property by corporation in voluntary winding up, of ........ , . 
special by-law, of. .............................. , , ............. . 
resolution, of ........................................... . 
CONSENT 
director, of, at meeting to dividends, etc ..................... ..... . 
not at meeting to dividends, etc ...... , ................ . 
directors, of, to act ............................................ . 
in writing 
by-laws of corporation, lo .................. . 
resolutions, to ................ ............ . 
first director, of, to act. .................... . . . ........... ...... . 
method of redemption of special shares, to .................. ...... . 
prosecution of offence under J\ct, to ........... ................... . 
shareholders, by, in writing to resolution . . ............... ......... . 
voluntary dissolution of corporation, to, by shareholders in writing ... . 
use of similar name, to .. , .... ,, ............ , ................. .. . 
CONSIDERATION 
by-laws, re .. ...... .. .......................................... . 
no par value shares, for ...................................... 120, 
par value shares, for, .. , ....................................... . 
resolution increasing aggrega le, for no par shares ..... . ............ . 
filing of. ......................... - .... · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · 
shares, for, in specie ............................... ............. . 
CONSTRUCTION 
capacity of corpora tion re ...... . . . . . .. . . .. .................... .. . 
CONTINUATION 
certificate of ............................................. ..... . 
effect of .. ........................................... ... . - . . 
rights of creditors unimpaired by .... .. . . . . . . . .... . . . ......... - .. . 
transfer of Ontario corporations re.... ......................... . . 
notice re ......................... . ... - - . - - - ............ · · · · · 
CONTRACTS 
capacity of corporation to make, in own 11an1e ........ . . ........... . 
corporation, by 
parol ... .................................................. . 
under seal .................................. ..... - - . - - .... - -
written .... .............................. . __ . . . ........ . 
corpora ti on, with, interest of di rector in ......... . .......... . ..... . 
confirmation of, by shareholders ........ , .................... . . 
declaratio n re ............ ........ ....................... - .. . 
disclosure of ....... .................................... - - - - . 
interest to be material., ......... .. ........... . ... - - . ...... - .. 
pre-incorporation 
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INDEX 
BUSI NESS CORPORATlO~S-Continued 
CONTRACTS-Continued 
application to court re .............. ......................... . 
~~j~~ii~e~a;;~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
purchase of security, for 
''when, if and as issued'' ............ ......................... . 
"when distributed" ................. ................ . ... . ... . 
sale of security, for ....... . . . . . ................................ . 
CONTRACTOR 
ca1,;acity of corporation re ....................................... . 
CONTRIBUTORIES 
additional proceedings against ................................... . 
application by 
damages against directors, etc., on winding up, for ... 
stay winding up proceedings, to ..........••..•........... 
v.rind up corporation, to ........ ......................... . ... . 
calls on ...................... ............. . ................... . 
default on ................ ................. . ... . . . ......... . 
compromise of debts with ....................................... . 
death of, liability of estate ...................................... . 
defined ..................... .................................. . 
inspection of books and records by, on winding up by court order .... . 
liability of .................. .................................. . 
death, on ................. ............................. . 
nature of ................. ................................. . 
list of 
prima facie proof of liability ...... . ........................ . . . 
review of, by court ........ .................................. . 
settled by court .......... ............. . . . . . ................ . 
to be settled by liquidator .. ................................. . 
money deemed to be due by, to liquidator ................. ....... . 
o:der for d~livery l;lP of property by, to liquida tor ........ , ........ . 
nght of action against. .................... ..................... . 
winding up by court order in the interests of. ..................... . 
CO-OPERATIVES 
abbreviation of, not to be used in name ............................ . 
Act not applicable to ... , .............. . ........................ . 
corporate name not to contain word ...... . ...................... . . 
COPYRIGHTS 
capacity of corporation to acquire .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. . 
CORPORATE ::iAME 
am'.!lgamation aiveement to contain ..... . . ....................... . 
articles to contain ..................... ......................... . 
abbreviation of. ................. . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
"Limited", use of, in ............. . . . ..... . ...... . ........ . 
change of 
amendment of articles, by ........ . . . . . ...................... . 
certificate, by ............... . ...... . . . ........ . 
effect of .. ............. . .......... . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
evidence of solvency re .. .................... . .. . ...... . ..... . 
objectionable, if ................... ......................... . 
undertaking re ............................ ................. . 
consent to use of ................. ... . .. . . .. . .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . 
corporation, of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
"Incorporated", use of, iu ........... . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . .... . 
abbreviation of. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . .... . 
language of ................ , . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
notice of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... . . 
obligations and rights not ;iJfected by ....................... . 
power of corpora ti on to carry on busi nes;; in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sue and be sued in . ................... . 
regulations re ................................................. . 
reservation of ...................... .. ......................... . 
restrictions on giving of. ............ . . . ....................... . 
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s!rn1.-e c~rtificate, to appear on ................................... . 
s1m1lanty of. .................................................. . 
undertaking to change .......................................... . 
failure to perforlll ........................................... . 
1i:;e of, by corporation .......................................... . 
exception .................. , ............................... . 
11nauthorized, where ....................... . ........ . . . . .. .. . 
CORPORATION see also BODY CORPORATE 
accot111ting records of. ... , ...................................... . 
acting ou ~s~de powers of, ....................................... . 
restraining order re ......................................... . 
actions against, 
winding up commenced after ................................. . 
order, after, ... , ............................. . ... . 
affiliated, defined .............................................. . 
agreement by, to purchase own common shares .................... . 
am::ilgamated 
rights of creditor re ......................................... . 
amalgamation of..,,, , , , . , , , , ........................... . ...... . 
amendment of articles of ... , ................................... . 
annual 1neeting of ............................................. . 
application by 
approval of sale of corporate property on voluntary winding Ltp, for .. 
scheme of arrangement, for. ....................... . 
certificate of continuation, for .............................. . 
omit sales or gross operating revenue, to ............ . 
rectify records, to ................................... .... . 
remove books from head office, to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . . 
rescind order permitting removal of books from lie<id office, to .... . 
settle liability o.n r:re:in~orporation contract, to ............. .... . 
tr:insfer out of J u~1scl1ctrnn, to ........................ . 
wrnd up corporation, to ............. _ . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
application of trust indenture sections to .................... . 
arrangement by 
approval of ................................... . ............ . 
notice of ......................................... ... . .. . . · · · 
order re ............................... . ........ . 
:;cheme of ....... ................... . ............... . 
audit of, by inspector .......................................... . 
auditor of, appointment ................................ . 
board of directors of ....... ... ............. . . . . . . . . . . 
affairs managed by ............ ................ . 
number of .................................... . 
borrowing powers of, authorized by special by-law .. _ .... _ .... . ... . 
branch transfer agent, appointment of, by ... . .................. .. . 
business of, transaction by directors of ......................... .. . 
capacity of, to deal with personal representative of shareholder ...... . 
chairman of board of directors of ................... . ......... . . 
characteristics of ............................................ . . . 
continuation of ....................•......................... ... 
continued 
rights of creditor re .......................... ....... - . . . . - .. . 
contracts, by 
parol . ............. ... ................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
under seal ........................ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
writing in ............ . .......... . . .. ....................... . 
control of, defined .................................. ..... ...... . 
date of existence of .......................... .................. · 
defined ............. .... .................................... .. . 
directors of 
age of .................... .. ............................... . 
change in number of .............. . .... . ...... ... .... ....... . 
election of .......... .. .................. .. .... ..... . .... . 
first.................. ... . ......................... · · · · · · · · 
qualification of ....... ...................................... . 
disposal of records of, on wiurling up . .. . .. ................... . . . . 
dissolution of 
































































court order, by . ............................. . ...... . ... . . . . . 
default in filing annual returns for ....... . . . ............ . .... . . 
extension of ........................... . ... . ............. ... . 
voluntar?' winding up, by . .............. ... . . ... . .. . ... . . .... . 
dividends o 
power of corporation to pay .............. . . . ........ . . . ...... . 
donation of shares to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . ..... . 
resale of ................................ . . ........ . . .. ..... . 
fee for share certificates by ...................... .. . .... . . . ...... . 
head office of 
change of ............................. . .... ... . . ..... . ..... . 
location of ......................... .. ....... . . . . . ...... . 
holding, defined ................................ . ....... . ...... . 
incidental power:; of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
wiLhholding of. ............................ . . . .............. . 
incorporation of ................... . .... . . . ... .. . .............. . 
indemnification of officers and directors by .. . ... . .... . .... . ....... . 
in~urancc re.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . . 
limitation .......................... ........................ . 
insider, as, where purchasing own common shares .................. . 
insider suit on behalf of .......... . ...... .. ... .................. . 
co-operation of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ....... . . . . . . . .... . 
notice re.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... . ...... . 
inspector a ppointed by. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. ............. . 
on voluntary winding up ...... . .. ... .. ... . . . ........... . ..... . 
investigation of, by inspector ....... ... ... ... . . . ...... . ......... . 
report of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ..... . . . . 
l iability of directors to 
dividends re...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . .. . 
purchase of shares re ............. ... ....... .......... . . .. .. . 
Liability of, satisfied by liquidator in winding up .. ......... . ...... . 
limited object ................................. ......... . ...... . 
restrictions on . .......................... . ......... . .. . ..... . 
list of security holders of ................... . . . . . . . . . .. . 
shareholders of ........................ . . ... . . . . . . . . 
loans by, to shareholders, etc., prohibited ..... . ... ........... . 
exceptions ................ , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . 
minute books of ....................... . . . . . .. ........... . 
name of 
use of ............ .. . . ................ ... . . . . . . . . . .. . 
notice by 
director, to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
shareholder, to ..................... .. . .. . . . ... . . . 
not~ce to, by shareholder requiring attendance of auditor <it meeting .... 
notice to..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . .. .... . ..... . 
waiver of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . ... . 
objects of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
offences by 
consent to prosecute ........... . . . . 
contravention of Act ................. . . . ....... . 
failure to file under Act. ................ . .. . . . .... .. .. . . 
offering securities to the public, defined.. . . .. . . . . . .. ... . . 
o fficers of, re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. ...... . 
order of compliance to .... , ....... . .... . 
power of, to a ct outside Ontario. . . . . . .. . . . ... . 
attorney of. ............. .. .. ........ . . . 
powers of, during voluntary winding up . ..... .. . . . 
practice of profession, for. .. .... . . ... . ........... . 
pre-incorporation contracts 
adoption of, by ....... . .... . . . . ...... . . . ........... . 
application to court re . . _ ... . . . .. ..... . ..... .. . . ........ . 
rejection of, by . . . . . ....... . ....... . 
president of ...... .. ....... . ... ................ . 
election of ... . . .. ..... ....... . .... . ........ . 
property of, where forfeit to Crown .............................. . 
purchase of f ractions of shares by . .... . . .. . ...... .......... . . . . . . . 
. O\\'n common shares by 
authonza t10n . ... .. . ...... ............ _ ..... . . . . .... ........ . 
































































BVSI:\ ESS CORP01{.-\ TfO>JS-Continued 
CORPORATION-Continued 
method....... . ... - - . - ....... - - - . - ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
solvency requirement re ..................................... . 
purchase of shares by, of dissenting sha1·eholders ... _ ............... . 
exception ........... _ ............. ______ ....... __ .......... . 
records to be main tai ncd by __ ................................... . 
register of transfers to be maintained by._ ... __ ................... . 
regulations re .......................... _ ...................... . 
repayment of e.xpenses by 
meeting of shareholders requisitioned .......................... . 
shareholders' resolution requisitioned ........ _ .. ... . . . ...... . . . . 
restrictions on holding: shares of .............................. . .. . 
revival of, after dissolution ...................................... . 
sale of property of, on winding up .................... . .......... . 
confirmation of. , ........... _ ...................... . ... . .... . 
compensation for ............................ _ ......... _._ .. . 
seal of ....................... . ........................ . ..... . 
secretary of. ................................................. . . 
appointment of. ................................... . . . . . . . .. . 
servke on, after dissolution ..................................... . 
shareholders not liable for acts of ............................... - -
Special 1\ct 
amendment of articles re .. , ........................ . . .. ..... . 
subsidiary, delined ............................................. . 
suits by or against, after dissolution .............................. . 
for and on behalf of ........... . ........................... . 
termination of existence of ..................... . .... .... ... , .... . 
revival ............................................ ···· · ···· 
transfer agent appointed by ............................ . . . . . , . .. . 
of, out of jurisdiction ............................... , . , , . 
exception ........... __ .. ____ . _ ........... ____ .............. . 
notice of. ... .. ........................... ..... ... . ...... . .. . 
una uthorized use of word, in name ...................... . . . ...... . 
nndertaking of, to cease on winding up ........................ ... . 
vice-president of 
appointment of. . - . - ...... . ..... .. . . .... - ... - ..... . ....... . . . 
voluntary winding up of 
authorized .......................................... . . . . .. . . 
commencement .......................................... ... . 
wasting assets, with, dividends re ... , ............. .. .... . . . .. . . .. . 
special by-law re .............................. .. ....... . . ... . 
winding up of, by court order_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . 
authorization of. ............................. . ........ ... . . . 
commencement of ............................. . ..... . .. . . . . . 
interests of creditors, in ........................ , . , . , ... , ..... . 
just and equitable, where .................................... . 
reason of liabilities, by ... .................... . . . . . .......... . 
resolution of shareholders, by ... _ ............... ... ...... .. .. . 
CORPORATION SECURITIES REGISTRATIO~ ACT 
mortgages filed under. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CORPORATJO:-<S ACT 
application of Act to corporations under. ......... .... ...... . .. ... . 
"private company" under, re restrictions on transfer of shares on share 
certificate ........................... . ... . .................. . 
provisions of, relating to shares not fully paid under Act . . . .. ....... . 
CORPORATIONS INFORMATIOK ACT 
default in filing returns nnder ...... ............................. . 
dissolution for ..................... . . . ...... - ...... - ..... .. . . 
notice of. ..................... - - ......... · · . - · . - · · · · · · · · · · · · 
revival re ............................................. . .. . · · 
CORPORATIO!\S WITHOUT SHARE CAPITAL 
Act not applicable to . ...... . . . .. .... ................... . .. ... .. . 
C OSTS 
capacity of corporation to pay, of incorporation . . .... ............. . 

























































BUSJ NESS CORPORATlO:-\S-Conlinued 
Cosrs-Continued 
exception ............................ . ..................... . 
insura nee re ................................................ . 
representative action, in 
interim .................................. .................. . 
order as lo ................................. , ............... . 
security for, not to be required ...................... ......... . 
security for, on investigatio11 of corporation ....................... . 
taxing of, in winding up by court order ................ ........... . 
winding up, of, priority of ...................................... . 
COURT 
additional j urisdictioa oi, re rectification of boob .................. . 
applications to 
aggrieved shareholder, by ....................... ............. . 
appoint auditor, to.................. . .................. . 
inspector, to ................ ................... . 
liquidator, W 
no lic1uidator, w11ere ...................................... . 
winding up by court order, on ............................. . 
approval of sale of corpo•·ate property on voluntiry winding-up, ior.. 
scheme of arrangement, for ............ ..... . 
commence representative action, to. . . . ................... . 
compel corporation to hold general meeting, to ................. . 
Jiq_uidat<;>r to. pr_odnce I.Jank pass-book, to ................ . 
suit agarnst ms1dcr, to ....................... . ........ . 
damages against directors, etc., on wi11dic1g up, for ............. . 
declare directors liable for dividend,; wrong[ully p:iid, to ......... . 
shareholders, etc., liable for improper purrhm,e of shnres, to 
d!rcct. method ~f h_oldinR general meeting, to ............... . 
d1rechons on wrnd111R up, for .............. ................... . 
dissolve corporation on voluntary winding up, to ...... . . 
examination of subsidiary's fimmcial statements, re ........... . 
examine persons under oath, to ............................... . 
extend time for dissolution, to ................................ . 
order for compliance, for ..................................... . 
rectify records, to ........................ ................... . 
restrain corporation from acting beyond powers, tu ............. . 
review liquidator's rcmLmeration, to ................ ........... . 
settle liability on pre-incorporation contract, to ................. . 
stay winding up proceedings, to .............................. . 
wind up corporation, to ............. , ........... , . , . , , ...... . 
appointment of liquidator by, in winding up by court order ......... . 
no lice of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ - . - ....... . 
removal of ....................... .. . ... ........ . . ... _ .. . ... . 
remuneration of ...................... ....... ............... . 
vacancy ........... ........................................ . 
arrangement to be approved by ................ ...... ........... . 
notice of. ........................................ .......... . 
order re ....................... ...... ................ . . . . . . . 
audit of corporation ordered by .. . ..................... .......... . 
examination bdore re ................... . .. ........... , ..... . 
inspector's report re .. , . . . . . . . . . . ........ ............ , , . , .. 
auditor appointed by ....................... . . . ............ , .... . 
notice re ................. . ............................ . . . . . . 
rectification of records by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . ... ...... .. . . 
jurisdiction .. .............................................. . 
trial of issue ............................................... . 
corporation restrained from acting beyond powers by ............... . 
damages against directors, etc. on winding up, ordered by .......... . 
defined ................................................. ...... . 
directions on winding up given by .................. .. . .. ... . ... . _ 
directors declared liable for dividends by . . ....... . . .............. . 
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priority of, in winding up ......... . ..... . .... . . . . . .... . ...... . 
E:-inonsnmNT 
absence of, on security .......... .. ................. ..... ....... . 
admis5iOn of, in action on security ...... .. .. . ....... . .. ... . . ..... . 
agent, by, of security .................. . ... . . . . . . .... .. . ........ . 
appropriate person, by, of security ..... . ... . .... . ... . .... . . . .... . 
assurances as to, on security ........................ . ........... . 
sufficiency of ............................................... . 
blank, in .............................. ... ...... . ...... . ...... . 
constructive, where through clearing corporation .. . . ....... , ... . . . . 
conversion of .................................... . . . .. . . . . . .... . 
defined ...................................... ·· ... ·.··········· 
delivery of security where on separate document ................... . 
fiduciary, by .................................... . .... . ........ . 
guarantee of .............................. . . . . . . . . .... . . .... . . . 
warranty re ............ . ....................... .. . . . . . . . . .. . 
obligations of endorser upon .............. . . . ................... . 
P<lrtial .................... , . . ............... . . ... .. . ......... . 
security, of 
blank, in .............................. . . . ... . .. , . . .. . . .... . 
"for collection" .................................. . ... . ... . .. . 
"for surrender" ........................................... . . . 
speci<i.l form, in ....................... . ................... .. . 
special form, in ............................... . . . . . __ . . . ... . .. . . 
unauthorized 
effect of ........................ . .. · · · · · · · · · · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · 
fiduciary, by ............................ . ..... . ... . .. . . . . .. . 
rectification of by owner ................... . . ... ... . .... . ... . . 





























































EQlJITY SHARES see also COMMOK SHAKES; SRAll!'S 
defined ................................. ...................... . 
requisition by holders of 
by-law or resolution, for. .................................... . 
meeting of shareholders, for .................................. . 
re:;olution of holders of 
circulation of ............................................... . 
Ev1DE!'CE see also P1woF 
action on a security, in ......................................... . 
admissibility of records as. . . . . . . . . . ...................... . 
appropriate, of, appointment or incumbency 
defined .............................. ...................... . 
notice to issuer of con ten ts of ................................ . 
reasonable assurance of ...................................... . 
sufficiency of ............................................... . 
approval of directors of financial statements, of.............. . .... . 
certificates as .... ............................................. . 
<:ertified copy of <loCL11nent as ............ .... ................... . 
compliance with trust indenture, of .............................. . 
additional provisions re ...................................... . 
certificate of compliance as ................................... . 
form of ....................................... ....... . 
substance of. ................................. ............. . 
minutes of meeting as .......................................... . 
report of inspectors as .......................................... . 
signatures on by-law or resolution as ............................. . 
EX,\\l!NA Tl ox 
inspector, by, under oath ............................ ........... . 
persons as to estate, of ......................................... . 
record' of corporation, of, by shareholders and creditors ............ . 
EXCt;LPATORY CLAl.:SES 
trust indenture not to contain. . . . 
exception ............................ . 
E:rncun\'E CmrnnrEE 
constitution of .. .......... . 
delegation of powers to ..... . 
rneeti ngs of 
minutes of ...... ............................. . 
place of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
quorum of......... ... . . . . . . ............ . 
special by-law to authori1-e ...................... . 
EXPENSES 
incorporation, of 
capacity of corporation to pay ......... . 
re payment of, 
meeting of shareholder' where requisitioned, nf ... . 
notice of resolution to shareholden;, of. .. . . . . . . . ........ . . 
FFES 
certificate not to be furnished until payment of. . ... 
examination of docUlllents filed or issued by l\lini . ;ter npon payment o[ 
prescribed, to be paid before filing 
articles of amalgamation, of ..... . ................ . 
;unendment, of ...................... . 
dissolution, of ................. . 
incorporation, of ............................... . 
resolution increasing aggregate consideration for no par share~. of.. 
restated articles of incorporation, of. .......................... . 
statement of scheme of a rrangement, of ................... . ... . 
special shares in series, of ........................... . 
recover.Y of, by pen;on filing debt obli~ation ........... . 
regulatmn' re ................................... . 
~hare certificate, for ....................... .. ......... . 
















































l .J-2 2 JNDEX 
BUSf.NESS CORPORXl'IO~S-Co11Unued 
F ILI KG 
;irticles of amalgama tio11, oL. _ ...... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
amendment, of. _ ..... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
dissolution, of. ............. ........ . ............... . . . 
incorporation, of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... . 
cer t ificate of 
scheme of arrangement, of .. _ ...... .................. . 
statement of special shares in series, of ........ ' ............... . 
certified copy of order of dissolution, of 
voluntary winding up, on ..... . .... ............ . ........... . . . 
winding up by court order, on ...... ................. . 
?e~t oJ;ligations, of. ....... _ ....... _. ............ . ......... . 
111s1der s report, of ..... _ .............. .................. . .. . ... . 
notice, of 
account of liquidator in voluntary winding 11p, of. .............. . 
a ppointment of liquidator by court, of ... ............... . ...... . 
issue of instrument of continuation ..... ......... _ ...... . .... __ _ 
resolution of voluntary winding up ..... ...................... . . 
resolution, of 
change of street address or head office .. ....................... . 
increasing: aggregate consideration for no par sha res ...... . 
restated articles of incorporation, of._ . _ .. . . ..... ___ ..... _ ........ . 
special by-law, of, with !Vlinister 
change in number of directors .......... ....... . .............. . 
of head office ................ ........................ . 
s tatement of scheme of arrangement, of ...... . _ ........ _ ...... . . . . 
special shares in series, of. _ . ........................ . 
written dissent, of 
director at meeting, of .... . . __ ........ . . _ ........... . ... ... .. . 
not at n1eeting, of ..... ___ . _ . ... . .. . .......... . .... .. . 
F INANCrAL STATE.MEKT see STATEMENT 
F OREIGN ]URTSDICTIO::.I 
capacity of corporation to operate in ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
powers to act in ........ . .......... .. . ...... . 
transfer_ of S)ntario corp?ration to . . . .................... . ... . .... . 
a pphcat1on of prov1s1011s re . . ... _ .. _ ........... . _ ....... .. ... . 
notice of ••......... .. . . ..... ............... . ...... . . . ... ... . 
FORFE rTT.JRE 
proceeds to creditor, of, where pa id to P ublic Trn~tee on d issolution 
of corporation ..... . .. ......... .. ... .. .. . . . ........ . 
shareholder, of, where paid to Public T rustee on d issolution 
of corpora tion . ..... .. . ............. . ... . .. . 
property, of , 011 dissolution of corporation ......... . 
FORMS 
affidavit , of 
list of security holders, for ... . . . __ . . ....... .... . 
shareholders, for .... . .. ... ........ ............... . 
regulation s re . .... . ..... - ................. ...... .... .......... . 
FRACTIO~AL SHARES 
bearer fractional certificate for .. . ............... ....... . 
cancellation of. .. .. .. .. .. __ ................... ...... . . . . . . . . . .. . 
elin.1inati_on of, by purchase .............. . ... . .. ............. . .. . 
reg1st.rat1on of. ......... . .............. .. ... . . ........ . 
share certifica tes for ..... . ...... . . .... .. . . . . .. . .............. . . 
FRATERKAL Socn:n r-:s 
Act not applicable to .... . . . ............. ... . . . ............... .. . 
F U::-IDS see M UTUAL FUNDS 
F UKGTRLE B ULK 
clearing- corpora tion re .. , . . ..... .... .... . 













































B USI NESS CORPORATIOl'\S-Conlinued 
G UARAJ'qEJ:: 
capacity of corporation$ to ............. ..... . ... . 
endorsement, of, on security ............ . . ............. . 
warra nty re .. . .. . ................. ................. . 
loans, of, by corporations 
exception .......................... ................. . 
. prohibited ....... ; ................. ........................ . 
signature, of, on secun ty ............... .................. . . . . . 
defined . . .... . ................... . . ................... . 
reasonable assurance re .......... .. . .................. . 
sufficiency of. . ................. ............................ . 
warranty re .. .. ................ ......................... ... . 
GUAILDITOR 
debt obligations, of 
certifica le of compliance with trnst indenture to be issued trustee b y 
e vidence of compliance with trust indenture to be supplied by . . 
d efenses of , as issuer .. . ................... . .. ..... . ..... ... .... . 
liabili ty of 
e ndorsement of security, for. ...... . .... ... .. ............ . .... . 
signatllre 0 11 security, for .... . ... .. . .. . ...................... . 
obligations of, as issuer. . . . ..... ...... . ......................... . 
Gu.~l!DTA!> see TRUSTEE 
Gr:::>1EHAL }.lEETI:-IGS see 1\'lEETIKGs 
I I EAlJ OFFICE 
accounls to be kept at ................................... . 
exception ....... ........................................... . 
a nrnlga n1ation agreement to specify .............................. . 
a r ticles to set out place of . .. ..... .. . ........................ . .. . 
change of 
diJJerent municipalily, to ... . ............................. . 
street addres~. . . . . ................................ . 
through annexation . ................................ . 
validity of ..... ... . ........................................ . 
fi nancial statement of subsidiary to be kept a t ............ . 
a pplica tion re .. ....... . ..... . .. ... ......................... . 
exa 111ination of . ................ . . . ............ . .. . . . ... . 
exceptions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... . 
meetin~s of d irectors to be held at .............................. . 
exceptions .... ...... .. . . . . ................................. . 
notice to corpora tions lo be sent out to . ....................... . .. . 
place of ..... ... . .... . .. .. . ...... ............................. _ 
records to be kept a t ....... . .... . .. .... .. ..... ... .... ... . . . ... . 
except ions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
regis te rs to be kept at 
security holders of ....................................... . 
transfers, of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
H o 1.m r-:<; CoRl'OllATIOK see also S1111S1Dl ARY CORl'OL{ATlOK 
a rn;ilgamation of. ............. . .. . .......... . 
a uditor of 
inform;ition a v;iibblc to ................... ............... ... . 
reference by, to report of a uditor for subsidiary ...... .. ........ . 
righ l of access to records, etc., of subsidiary .................... . 
eonsolida ted financial s la temcnt of. .............................. . 
non-consolida ted , ......... . ............ . .................... . 
d efined ... . ................................................... . 
fina 11ci;1 \ st3;temellts of subsidiary lo be kept at head offic<' of. ....... . 
appl1catt'?n re ............ .... ... . ........ .. . . 
exam111at1on of ............................... . 
excep tion tn.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
share a llotm ent b y. to subsidia ry prohibited .. , ...... . 
exception . ....... . ............. . ....... . 






















































BUSl :\ESS CORPOR1\TlONS~Co11tin11ed 
fKCOIU'ORATEll 
abbreviation of. .................... . . . 
unauthorized use of. ............... . . . . 
use of, in corpon1 te narn e ........... .... . 
J~CORl'ORATJ0:-1 
application of ,\ct to .......................... _ ............... . 
articles of 
amendmcn t of .............................................. . 
contents of ............................... .. ................ . 
delivery of. ................................................ . 
execution of. ............................................... . 
restatement uf ................ _ ......................... .... _ 
capacity of corporation to pav costs and expenses of ....... . 
certificate of · 
cancclla tion of 
cause, for ............................................... . 
default in filing- annual returns, for ...... . .................. . 
effect of ........ ........ ...... ......................... . 
evidence of incorporation, as ... .............................. . 
issuance of ................................................. . 
limited object corporation, of. ................................... . 
professions, of. ................................................ . 
regulations re . ........ ........................................ . 
fNCORPORATORS 
age of ........................................................ . 
articles re 
class of shares held by, ...................................... . 
names of .......... .................................... . 
number of, ...................... .................. ... . 
shares held bv, ................................... . 
residence addresses of, .. ' ..................................... . 
body corporate may act as ......... .......... ............... . 
dissolution of corporation authorized by, where never active ........ . 
lNDE:<ITURE TRUSTEE 
application of Act to ........................................... . 
certificate of compliance with indenture demanded by .......... . ... . 
conflict of interest, re ............ .. ... . .......... .............. . 
defined.. ................. ............... . ............ . 
evidence of compliance with indenture that mfly he required by ..... . 
additional material ..................................... ..... . 
f orrn of. ............................. - - - - - · · · · - · - - - · · · · · · · · · 
substance of ..................................... - .. 
exculpatory clauses re ........................... . . 
liability of, under indenture ................................ . 
liquidator, not to be appointed ............................. . 
notice of default under indenture lo be given by .............. . 
opinions which may be relied upon by, in exercising duties etc., ...... . 
receiver, not to be appointed .................................... . 
rights and duties of ............................................ . 
rc~klcnt in Ontario, to be ....................................... . 
resignation of, where required ................................... . 
standard of care of ............................... . 
statement which may be relied upon by, in excercisini:: duties etc., .... 
IKFOR~IAT!OK CIRCULAR 
appointment of auditor re .... _ ...................... . 
defined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
contents of, re voting ..................................... . 
proxy named in ............................................ . 
order of compliance re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . 
regulc1ticlns re . .................................. - . . .. ...... . 
lNSJJ)ER TRADING 
corporation purchil.sing own common shares deemed robe .......... . 
court co.mp~lling suit against .................................... . 
application re ...................................... - .... - .. . 




























































corporation to co-operate •...... .. .. . .... . ................... 
deemed to he, where ....... .................................... . 
d efinition 
insider of ............... ................................... . 
liability of insiders .......... ................................... . 
accountable to corporation ............................... . ... . 
compensation to persons suffering direct loss ......... . ... . . . ... . 
i:on_fide.ntial in.formation used by insider ....................... . 
lumtatmn period .............. .... .. ............... .. . 
order of compliance ....... . ...... ..... . ...................... . . . 
t o commence action aga inst insider . . ....................... . 
reports by insider ... ................ . . . ........................ . 
acquiring securities, on ........... .. ..................... . ... . 
changing ownership of securities, on ................. . 
direct o.r indir~ct ownership of securities ........... . 
exempting order re ... . .. . ................................... . 
filing of, with O.S.C ....................................... . . . 
initia l report re . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
publication by 0 .S.C ............................. . 
right of public to inspect .................................... . 
regulations re . .. .............................................. . 
[)>SOL \'Et'CY 
amalgamation of corporations prohibited during ................... . 
a mendment of articles re 
change of name, to . .. ...................... ... ....... . 
decrease capital, t o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
defi;1ition of ....... . ........................................... . 
dividends not to he declared by corporation during ................ . 
purchase of dissenting shareholders' >hares prohibited during ........ . 
own com mon shares by cor poration proh ibited during ... . 
special or mutual fund shares prohibited d uring- ......... . 
redemption of special or mutua l fund shares prohibited during ....... . 
surrender of mutual fu nd shares prohibited dmin;.; ................. . 
[NSPECTORS 
application by, 
directions on winding up, for ................... . ........... . 
examination of persons before cOL1rt, for ....................... . 
order t o prod uce b<i nk pass book, for .......................... . 
appointment of, by court 
a udit corporate record s, lo ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
investigate corporations, to ............ . ................ . . . . . . 
order re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
by shareholder reoolution ........ . 
powers of .................................... . 
report of..... . . . . . . . ..................... . 
011 vol1111t;<ry winding up ............. . 
a pproval of, for deposit of moneys on winding up .. . . 
examination under oath by ..... . ... . .. .. .... . ..... . 
powers of.... . ............ . ..... . ..... . ...... . . . . . 
production of documents to ............. . ..... .. .......... . 
~~re..... . ...... ... . . .. . . . .. ... ..... ... . . 
report of,. . . . . . . . . . .... .. ........... .. . . 
evidence, as. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
IXSIJIL\:\CE 
capacity of C()rpora tion to make payments toward ....... . 
indemnity, for liability of officers mid directors ... 
capacity of corporation to m;iinla in ... .. 
l~SURANCE C O RPORATIO.K5 
Act not applicable to . . . .. . 
{KTEREST 
loans, on, when made in contravention of ,·\ c t ... 
l!GERESTED PERSON 
applica tion by, 












































211, 21 2 
211 












dissolve corporation, to ............................... . ...... . 
exempting order from filing insider's report, for ................. . 
co111parativc interim financial statement, for 
extend time for dissolution, to ................................ . 
revive corporation, to ................................. , , , , .. . 
filing of debt obligation by ...................................... . 
recovery of fee by .......................................... . 









contents of. .................................................. ,. 209, 210 
corporation, of ................................................. 209, 210 
defined ..................................................... 101, 209-211 
mailing of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 211 
mutual funds re ........................ . ................... ·.... 210 
notes to ................ , . . ,, .... . , . ,., .. . ........ ,............ 210 
period of. ................................................. , ... 209, 210 
variation of period for........................................... 210 
il'VESTIGATION 
corporation, of 
court order, by ................................. .. .......... . 
shareholder's resolution, by .................... . ......... . ... . 
INVESTMENTS 
capacity of corporation to inake .... .. ... .. ........ .... .. . ... .... . 
income from, to be noted in statement of profit and loss .... ..... .. . . 
ISSUE 
trial of, re rectification of books •........ . ............. ........... 
ISSUER 
agents of 
duties of. ... .. ..... . ............. ... ............. .......... . 
notice to ... .... ..... . ............ ... ...... . .. .. .. .. . ....... . 
assurances required by .......... .. .... . . .. .... . .. .. ... ......... . 
sufficiency of. .. . ............ . . .. .. . . ... .. ... . ... .. . . ....... . 
debt obligations, of, uuder trust indenture 
duties of. ................. .. ........ ....................... . 
defense of, agaiu;;t purchaser for value ..... .... . ....... . .. ... .. . .. . 
defenses of, a pplicable to 
body corporate ..... .. ............... ....................... . 
guarantor .. . .... .. ................ . . ....................... . 
duty of, to register transfer of security ..... ...................... . 
liability re ....... . ..... . ........... ... . . . .................. . 
liability of 
failure or deby in registrations of security, for . ... . ............. . 
registration of transfer, for ..... . .... .. . . . ... ................. . 
transfer of security where uuauthorized, for .... ................ . 
lien of, upon security ............ . ............. ................. . 
notice to 
adverse claim, of . . ......... .. ........ . ... . . ................ . 
contents of documents evidencing incumbency, of. .............. . 
lost security, of. ........... .. . . ....... . . .. .. ..... ... .... . . . . . 
through agents .. . ........... . ...... ... .. .. ·· .. ··.··········· 
obligation;; of, applicable to 
body corporate .. .... . . ...... ..... . ..... . ................... . 
guaran~or.: . : ..... : .... ... .. ... . .. . ........................ . 
person mamtaimng registers deemed to be . ..................... .. . 
registration of transfers by, after notice of adverse cla im ............ . 
replace ment of lost , etc., securities by ....... ..................... . 
rights re . . ... . .. .. .. . ........ ... . ........ . .. . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · 
securities signed by employee of .. . . . .. ................ ... . ...... . 
JOINT STOCK INSURANCE Cm1PAN IES 
Act not a pplicable to .. ......... . ..... . ........ . .......... . ..... . 
jURISDICTI01" 

































JN D E X 
BUSJNESS CORPORATIOKS- Continued 
LAND 
capacity of corporations to hold ... ... . ..... . 
forfeiture of, on dissolution of corporation ... , , .. 
LETTERS OF ADMlKISTRATION 
appropriate evidence of appoint ment or incumbency, as. 
power of liquidator to take out ................ ..... . 
L ETTERS PATE NT 
continuance of, in exis tence on coming into force of ;\ ct .. 
L E TTERS PR.ORATE 
appropria te evidence of a ppointment or iucumbency, of ..... 
LlABILITIES 
capacity of corporation to undertake . ......... .. .. . ...... . 
LIABILITY 
see Cont ributories; Corporations; Directors ; lrv;ider Trading; b suer ; 
and Shareholders 
LICEN CE 
capacity of corpora tion to acquire or u,;e ........... . ............ . 
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR 
Act comes into force on day proclaimed by ................ . ...... . 
Council, in 
payment to person entitled upon satisfaction of ... . ............. . 
regulations by . .................... ... ... .. . ................ . 
rescission of order of, a llowing corporation to remove records ..... . 
LIEN 
capacity of co1·poration to hold ...... . ... ... . ... . ... . . . .... . ..... . 
security, ?n , 
consp1cuous1 y noted ............ .. .. ..... . ...... . ............ . 
issuer, by ........ . ........ . .. ..... . . . . ... .................. . 
validity of ............... ... . .............................. . 
share certificate to contain note re . ................. . ............ . 
shares, on, for indebtedness to corporation ........................ . 
L IFE IKSURA1\CE CO) IPA:-IIES 
i \ct not applicable to ........... ...... .. ......... . ... . .......... . 
L IMITED 
abbreviation of. ....... . .. .............. .. ..................... . 
unauthorized use of .. . . .. . .............. . ........ . 
use of, in corporate name ............................ . .......... . 
LIQUIDATOR 
application by 
damages against directors, etc., o n vol11nt;i.ry winding 11 p , for. 
d irections on winding up, for . ................ ... ............. . 
d issolution of corporation, for . ............... .. . .... . 
extend time for dissolution of corporation, to. 
wind up corporation , to . .............. . 
applica tion of Trustee Act to ................ .. .... . 






























court, by .................................... . 
inspectors, by , on voluntary wind ing up .... .... . 
shareholders, by, on volunta ry winding up. 
. .. 228, 230, 23 1 
223 
223 
a udito r not to be appainted ..................... . 
bank pass-book to be produced by ................ . .............. . 
court order re . . . . . . . . . . . ............... ..... ... . 
bills of exchange, etc. dra wn b y ..... . 
da mages against , for mis-application of fu nds on \\'inding lip ... . 
deposit of moneys by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
approval of . . . . . ............... .... ....... . ..... . 
separate account to be used ........... . ..... . .... . 
withdrawal of . . ............................... . 












BUSCNESS CORPORATTO:-.JS- Continued 
L 1Q u IDATOR.- Co11/in11ed 
dulico of 
voluntary winding up, on ............. . . . .... . . .. .... . .... . .. . 
w~ndi1.1g up by court order, on .............. .. ........ ,., ..... . 
examrnat10n by, as to estate ................. . . . ........ . ....... . 
indenture trustee not to be appointed ............................ . 
money deemed due to ................... . ... . . . ................ . 
payment tD Public Trustee by 
creditor unknown, when ......... , . , ...... . . , ...... . . , . , . . ... . 
shareholder unknown, when ...... . ...... . ... . ........ . ....... . 
powers of 
bring or defend actions, to ......... , ........ . . , , ........ , .... . 
carry on business, to .................. . .. . .................. . 
draw, etc., negotiable instruments, to ........ . . . . .. . . ......... . 
execute deeds, etc., to ............................... . ....... . 
raise money, tD ............................................. . 
sell property of corporation, to ............ . ... . .............. . 
take out letters of administration, to ................ . ......... . 
to do all things necessary ................ . .... . . . .... . . . ..... . 
where more than one liquidator. .............................. . 
winding up by court order, OIL ........•.•............•........ 
proceedings by, against directors acting beyond po\.Yer~ ............. . 
refusal by, to take proceedings on winding up .... .. .. . . . ...... . ... . 
benefits of .............................. . . . . . . . . . ... ... . .. . . 
removal of 
voluntary winding up, on ......... . ......... ... . . . ...... .. . . . . 
winding up by court order, on .... . ...... . ... ................. . 
remuneration of 
priority of, on winding up ..... . ........ ... . ......... , ....... . 
review· of, by c:Durt. .................. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .... . 
voluntary winding up, on ........ , ....... .. . ....... . . . ....... . 
winding up by court order, on . . ..... .. ... ...... . ............. . 
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voluntary winding up, on ...... _ .... ... . .. .. ................ - -
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procurement of ......... .. .. . . .. . .... . . . . .. ................. . .. . 
a ffidavit re ... . . . .... . ... .. . . . .............. . .... . .... . .. ... . 
t rafficking in, prohibited . ... . .. . ............ . .... . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . 
use of . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .... . ... ..... .......... . ......... . 
L I ST ov SnAREII .JLDERS 
definit ion re 
purposes connected with corporation..... . ....... . ...... . 
furnishing of .... .. .. .. ....... .... .......... ......... . ......... . 
procurement of . ...... . .. .. ................. ....... . . · ... · · · · · · · 
affidavit re ............ . ............. .... . .................. . 
trafficking- in, prohibited... . . .... . ..... .... . .. .. .. . .......... . 
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rem~v:it. of directors at, before expiry of term .......... ........ . 
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~]l.t-;ll\G COJ(PORATION 
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l\ ]INISTER 
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application for approval of arrangement, of . .. ................ . . 
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liquidator's appointment by court, of. ... ...................... . 
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;\IORTGAGE 
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~iVTUAL FUNDS 
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statement of profit and loss re ............. , .................. . 
shares of, 
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NEGOTIABLE 1KSTRl!l1F.KTS 
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Debt obligations 
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corporat1011 active, where ............................ ........ . 
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to wind up by court order, of .................. .... . 
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defect in validity of security, of, .................... ............ . 
security, of 
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redemption, 011. ......•• ••.••... , •••••••••••••••• 
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directors, to ............ . ..................... ................. . 





















































general meetings, of ................... ......................... . 
issuer, to 
adverse claims, of ... , .............. ....................... . . . 
contents of documents evidencing incumbency, of. .............. . 
lost security, of .... , , . , ..... , .............. . .. .............. . 
through agent ............................ .. .. .............. . 
liquidator's account given general meeting of shareholders, of ....... . 
lost security, of. ...... , , , , .............. . . . , . ....... ... . , ...... . 
meetings of directors, of ......... . ......... . .. . ... .............. . 
by-laws re ......................... .................. . 
meetings of shareholders, of 
arrangement scheme, re ......... . . ................... . 
auditor, to ........... , ........ ........ , .................... . 
by-laws re ....................... . . .. . .. , .................. . 
corporation offering to public, where, . . ..................... . . . 
not olleriug to public, where .. ..................... . 
record date re ........................ ...................... . 
registered security holders, to ........... ..................... . 
time, re deposit of proxy in ............ .. . ............... .. .. . 
Minister, to 
account of liquidator given general meeting of shareholuer,;, of ... . 
appeal of decision, of ........................... ... ... ....... . 
appointment of liquidator by court, of. ............ ... .. ....... . 
resolution to wind up corporation, of ............. ............. . 
scheme of arrangement, of ................... .. . ............. . 
transfer of corporation out of Ontario, of .... ........... , ...... . 
non-appointment of auditor, of. ............... .... . ............. . 
Ontario Securities Commission, re ...... _ . _ .. . . .................. . 
O.S.C., to 
application for order to sue insider, of .. . . .. .. ................. . 
owner of security, to, of registration of transfer .. , . ................ . 
partnership, etc., name, of ............... . ... . .. ................ . 
publication of, in Ontario Gazette 
certificates issued hy Minister of , ....... . .. ................... . 
default in filing annual returns, of ...... .. . ................... . 
dissolution of corporation, of . . . . ....... .. . ........... . ....... . 
liquidator's appointment, of ... .... . , ... ...................... . 
orders issued by l\linister, of ... .... . .. . ............. . 
refusal of J\Iinister to file articles, of ................ . 
registrar, to, of securities ...... . ... ...... . 
removal of auditor, of ......... . ... .... . ............. . 
resolution to wind up corporation, of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
scheme of arrangement, of. . . . . . . . . .................... . 
shareholders, to ............. . ... ...................... . .... . .. . 
shareholder's resolution, of. . . .. .. . .......................... . 
liability re ......... .. .. . .. .. . ..................... ... ...... . 
shareholders, to, re authoriza tion foi· articles of amendment. 
terms of security, of. .... . .. . . .......... . ...... . ............... . . 
transfer agent, to ....... . .. ................... . .. . 
transfer of corporation out of Ontario, of. .......... . 
waiver of ........... ... .. ... . . . ............... . 
OATHS 
inspector may examine persons under . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... . 
J\linister may adrninister, at hearings under Act .......... . 
O BJ E CTS 
acts outside of, restrained . .. ... ................. . 
articles to set out . . ... .. .. ...................... . 
capacity of corporat ion to promote .. . ...... . ............. . 
change of, by articles of a rnendrnent. ........... . ..... . 
corporate na me not to be incongruous with ... . 
corporation with limited, .... .. ...... . .............. . 
regula tions, re. , .. . , , , , . , , . . . . . ..... . 
OFFENCES 
contravention of Act, for 
body corporate, by... ..... . ......... . 
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person, by ......................... ..... .. ... .... . ... . . .... . 
failure to co-operate with inspector ....... ..... . . .. . ... . ... . .. . . 
file under Act, for 
~ody c?rporate, by .................... .... .. . . . . . .... . . ... .. . 
hm1tat10n ............................ ... ..... . ............. . 
person by .................................................. . 
false statement under Act, for. .................................. . 
defense to ................................................. . 
limit;ition ......... , ... , ...................... . ......... , . .. . 
u ntrue proxy sol icit;1tion, for .................................... . 
0 FFERDIG SECURITIES TO PUBLIC 
corporation, re 
application of audit provisions to ............. , , ..... , , . , , .... . 
proxy solicitation to ...... , .. ,, ... ,.,,,,, ... , ...... . 
to set aside resolution re subsidiary !inancia l statements, •e 
audit committee required where,. ............................. . 
deposit of requisition for meeting of shareholders of ............. . 
dissenting shareholders rights of ..................... . . . . . . . .. . 
information to be laid before annual meeting of. . . , .. , , ....... , , , 
insiders of, liability .............................. . .......... . 
interim financial statements required where, .............. . ... .. . 
list of shareholders of .... . ........................ . . ........ . 
mailing of financial statements by .... , ............. .......... . 
notes to financial statements re .................... ........... . 
11otice of shareholders meetings of .......... . ....... ...... . .. . . . 
number of directors of ....... . . . .......... . ... . ... .. . ........ . 
order for omission of sales or g:ross operating revenue by . ........ . 
purchase of own common shares by .... . .. .. ......... ......... . 
redemption of special shares by . ... . ....... . ........... . . .. . .. . 
restrictions on transfer of shares of. ........ . ........... ....... . 
statement of profit and loss, of re cm1tents .. . ....... . . .. ..... . . . 
defined ............. .. .... .. .. . .... .. .... . . . ... . ... . ... .... . .. . 
limited object corporations re .. . .. : .. .. .. . . .... ... . ... . .. ....... . 
OFFICERS see also SENIOR OFFICERS 
aud~torl no:;t to be, .... : . ... . .. . . ................ .. . . ...... . . 
auditors right to question .. . .... ...... . . . . .. ...... . ............ . 
chairman of the board as .... . .. ....... . . . .......... . .......... . . 
corporation by-laws re . .. .... .. . ........ . ... .. .............. . . . . . 
damages aga inst, in winding up for misarplica tion of funds ......... . 
defined . . .. .. ........ . ..... .. . . .... ... .. .... . .. ..... .......... . 
delegation of borrowing powers to . ... ... ... .......... . .......... . 
election and appointment of. .... . ..... .... . ..................... . 
employee of, not to be auditor ... .... . ........................... . 
employer of, not to be auditor .... .. ... ............ . ............. . 
examination of, by inspector ..... ... .. ........... . ..... . . 
offence re . . ... . ... . ......... ... . . ......... . . . ..... . ........ . 
exami1iation of, a s to estate ...... .... . ..................... . 
indemnification of, .... .. ......... .. . ......................... .. . 
insurance re . . .. .. . ... ..... . . ... .. ............... . . . . .. . .... . 
limita tion ... .... . ...... . .. .. .... . ................ . . . ... .... . 
liability of, for unauthorized loans . . ...................... . .. .... . 
liquidator, may be . . .. . ..... . .... .. . ................... ........ . 
loans to, to be noted in fmancial statement . ............... ....... . 
material cha nges in fina ncial statement to be reported hy ... ........ . 
order for compli;1ncc directed to ........ .. . . .. ........ . .. ........ . 
to, for delivery up of property to liquidator ....... . . ......... . 
partner of, 1 ot to be a uditor . . . ... . . . .. ...... . ....... .... . ...... . 
president as . . .. . .... .. ........ . . .. . . . ............... .......... . 
production of acco11 nts a nd records by, to inspector . ... . . .......... . 
q ualifica t ions of ... .. .... ...... . . ........ .. ......... ........... . 
rela ted person of, not tu be a uditor ......... . ...... .............. . 
secret ary a s . .. .. . .. . .... . .. .. . . .......... . ...... .............. . 
service on, a fter dissolution ...... . ......... .. . . ... .............. . 
share cert ificates to be signed by .. . ..... . .. ...................... . 
standard of care of . .. . .......... .. .. ........................... . 





































































appointment of liquida tor by court, of. ....................... . 
default in filing annual returns, of .. . . . ... .. ............ , .. , .. 
intention to dissolve corporation 
where active ....... .. . . . ......... ... . .................. . 
never active .. .............. .. . . . .................. . 
publication of notices in, by l\Iinister 
appointment of liquidator, of. .... ..... .................... , .. . 
certificates, of ... . . . ... . . . . ... . ... . .. ....................... . 
orders, of .... .. . ... .. ............ .. . ....................... . 
ONTARIO SECURITIES COMMISSION 
a pplication by 
order for compliance, for .......... ........................... . 
a pplication to 
order to omit sales or gross operating revenue, for .............. . 
vary or exempt comparative interim financial sta tement, 
for . .... . .... . ... . ........ , ... ,, ...... ... . .......... . ... . 
set aside resolution refusing examination of subsidia ry fina ncial 
statements, to . ... . ..................... ..... .. . . ........ . 
application of Securities Act, 1966 to 
appeals from . .. .. .... . .... . ..... . ... . .. .................... . 
hearings of ... ... . ......... . ..... .. . ........................ . 
consent of, to prosecute ............. ... . ....................... . 
defined ............ .. . ............. ... . ............ . .......... . 
exei:i1p~ing order by 
rns1ders re .... ........... . ... . . . ........................... . 
proxies re ..... ............... ............................. . . 
insider to report to, re 
beneficial interests . ........ . .. .. . .. . ........................ . 
initial holdings ... ......... .. . ... . .......................... . 
subsequent changes in holdings . . ...... . . ..................... . 
order of court compelling suit aga inst insider by ................... . 
corporation to co-operate in ......... . .. . .. ................... . 
notice of. ........ .. ... . .. . , ........... . . ................... , 
report of insiders to be made public b y ...... ..................... . 
publication of . ... . .. ... . . ... . ... . ..... ................ . 
0RDF.RS 
application for, of court 
apportion liability for pre-incorporation contractR, to ..... . 
direct method of h<.;ldi!1g genera l meeting, to . . . ................ . 
wmdmg up, to ... . ... . .. . .. ........... . 
dissolve corporation, to ..... . . ... . . ... ..... . ................. . 
examine persons by inspector, to ........ ...................... . 
extend time for dissolution, to . . ...... ........................ . 
rectify records of corpora tion, to . ............................. . 
set aside resolution refusing examination of subsidia ries' financial 
s ta te men ts, to ..... . . . ......... . .. ............. . ......... . 
stay winding up proceedings, to ..... . . ....................... . 
wind up corporation by cotirt order, to . ....................... . 
applications for 
a ppointing liq uidator.... ....... . ................ . 
approving sale of corporate property on voluntary wi11ding up 
scheme of arra ngemen t ...................... . .. . 
awa~d ing d amages against directors, etc., on windiug up .. . 
commence representative action, to .................... . . 
compel corpora tion to hold general meeting, to ... . 
Jiq.uida t?r t o. pr.oduce ba nk pass-book, to ... . 
suit against ms1<ler , to ................. . . . 
declare directors lia lable for dividends improperly paid, to. 
shareholders, etc. liable for improper purch;1:;c of $h;ires, to. 
iuvestigation and a udit of corporation, for ...... . . 
applications for, of Minister 
rescind order for remova l of records, to . ....... . 
remove records from head office, to ........... . 
revive corpora tion o n terms, to .............. . 
a pplications for, of O.S.C. 






















































BUSI NESS CORPORATIONS-Continued 
ORDERS- Continued 
or vary comparative interim financial statement, to ..... . . 
omit >ales or gross operating revenue, to ....................... . 
set aside resolution refusing examination of subsidiaries' financial 
statements, to ........................................... . 
compliance, for. . . ......................................... . ... . 
court, of 
delivery by contributories and others of corporate property, for ... . 
to hold meeting of shareholders after winding up order is made .. . . 
Court of Appeal, of, to l\1inister. ................................ . 
0 RGA1".IZATION 
capacity of corporation to pay coi'ts and expenses of ............... . 
OVERlSSUE 
defined . ... 
replacement of lost securities not to result in ...... . ... ... . . 
securities, of 
exceptions to . . .... . .... . ..................... .. . ........... . 
issue by .. . ... . . . . .. .. · . ····· · . . ············ ··· · ···· · ······· 
reissue by . .. . .... .. .. ... .. ... . ............... .. . ....... . 
validation by .. ... .. .. ... .. ... . ............ .. . .. .. . ... ... . 
Q UALIFICAifONS 
audit committee members, of. .......... ... . .... ......... . 
a uditor, of. . ... ...... . .. . .. ........... .. ... . ............ . 
by-laws, re, 
directors, of. ........ .. . ... ..... . ........................... . 
chairman of audit committee, of ................................. . 
the board, of, subject to articles, etc . .................. . 
directors, of .. . .. .. ....... . ..... .... .. . . ... . ................... . 
by-laws, re . . .... .. . ......... .... .. . . ....................... . 
executive committee member, of .. .... .. . . .... . ........... . ...... . 
liquidator, of. ..... .. . . . ..... . .. .............................. , . 
president, of, subject to a rticles, etc . ............................. . 
receiver, of ... ... .... ... ..... .. . ............................... . 
and mannger, of .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 
PARTNERS 
auditor, of, not to beneficially hold securities of corporat ion ......... . 
exceptions ... .. .............. .. ...... ... . .... . . . ........... . 
auditor, of, not to be appointed receiver or liquida tor of corporation .. 
capacity of corporation to enter arrangement with . ....... . .. . ..... . 
director, of not to be appointed auditor of corporation .............. . 
employee, of, not to be appointed auditor of corporat ion ............ . 
officer, of, not to be appointed auditor of cor porntion .. ............. . 





































production of. by liquidator.. ..... . . ..... .. .... .. .......... 233 
P ATENTS 
capacity of corporation to acquire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
PENAL HES 
contravention of the Act, for 
body corporate by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U2 
person, by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ul 
failure to file under Act, for 
body corporate, by. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-11 
person, by. . ...... .... . ..................................... 2-U 
false statements under Act, for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 1 
defence to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-11 
limitation period re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241 
PENSIONS 
capacity of corpora tion to grant ........................... - . . . . . . 112 




capacity of corpora tion to acquire . . . .................... . ....... . 
forfeiture of, on dissolution of corporation .. . ...... .. . ............ . 
shares of corporation as ...... . ... . ..... ........................ . 
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE see also TRUSTEE 
contributory, of, re liability ............. ........................ . 
dealings of corporation with ... . .......... ....................... . 
defined ............................... ........................ . 
liability of, for decrease of capital ...... . . ........................ . 












security, of, through clearing corporation .......................... 150, 151 
warranty upon, on delivery of security . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 
POLL 
manner of taking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163 
meeting, of, where demanded . ...... .. ............................ 170, 171 
POWER OF ATTORNEY 
corporation, by .............. .................................. . 
capacity of .................. ............................... , . , . 
POWERS 
acts outsi.dt; of by corporation . ..................... . . . ...... . 
restrammg order re . ...... ..... . ............................ . 
corporation, of, on voluntary winding up .................... . .... . 
exercise of, outside Ontario by corporation ........................ . 
general, of corporation ........ . ...... .......................... . 
incidental, of corporation ...... .. . . ... .. . ....................... . 
limited object corpor;itions, of ......... .. . .... . ........ .. ..... . .. . 
restriction of, by corporation in articles .... .•.. . . . . . . . ... . ... . .. . .. 
PREFERENCE SHARES see also SPECIAL SHARES 
designation of .......................... ....................... . 
PRESIDENT 
assignment of duties to . . ................. ...................... . 
by-laws re ............... . .... . ...... . .. .................... . . . 
chairman of meetings of shareholders, as .... ................. . .. .. . 
corporation, of ................. . . . ...... ..................... . . 
election of, by directors ................ .. . ... . ............. . ... . . 
qualification of ........................ ..... . .................. . 
PRINCIPAL 
capacity of corporation to act as .......... .... . . . .. .. ... . . ....... . 
PROCEEDINGS 
certificates as evidence in ........ . ....... ..................... . . . 
corp::ir':1tio!1, by, after dissolution ....... ......................... . 
hm1tat1on of ....................... ............. . ..... . . ... . 
service on .... , .................... ............... · · · · · · · · · · · 
corporation, against 
after dissolution ... ... .. . ........ . . ......... . ............. __ . 
winding up by court order ... ........................... . 
to be noted in articles of dissolution . ... , ..................... . . 
ind~mnification of officers and directors against , .................. . . 
msurance re ....................... . .... .................... . 
leave to commence, against corporation in voluntary winding up . .... . 
shareholder, by, in winding up .......... . ..... . .. ... . ...... .. ... . 
benefits of ........... . ........ . .. . . . . . .... ..... .. ..... ... . . . 
winding up by court order, in .... . ...... ... , , . , ............. . ... . 
stay of ........... .............. . .................. . 
PRIVATE COMPANY 
share certificate of, 






































accounts of corporation, of, to inspector .. ........................ . 
offense re .................................................. . 
bank pass-book, of, by liquidator .......... ...................... . 
records of corporation, of. to inspector ......... ..... ... ........... . 
offense re .... .... .................................. ........ . 
PRm11ssoRY NOTE see also DEBT 0BLIGAHONS 
capacity of corporation re ....................................... . 
liquidator to draw .................... . ...... . ... ... . . 
liability of corporation for ................................... . 
debt obligation, as ............................................. . 
PROOF 
affidavit, by, of facts ........................................... . 
authority, of, to transfer security ............................... . . 
certificate of incorporation as, of incorporation ................... . . 
certificates as ................................................. . 
claims, of, in winding up ........................................ . 
evidcntiary value of signatures as, on resolutions and by-laws ....... . 
list of contributories as, of liability ............................... . 
signature on security as, of authority ............................. . 
PROPER !-ORM 




















capacity of corporation to deal with............................... 11-t 
distribu te . , , ... , .. , , , ..... , , ... , , .... , . 114 
distribution of 
c_ou~t by, i!1 wi~1di!1g up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 
liquidator 111 w1 ndmg up, by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 231 
liquidator's power to compromise with debtors, etc., concerning .••... 225, 226 
order for delivery of, by contributories and others in winding up by 
court.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229 
sale of, by liquidator in winding up............. .................. 231 
in winding up, shares accepted as consideration for. .. . . . . . . . . 226 
confirmation of ............................................ , . 226 
PROXY 
by-laws re ................................................. . 
definitions 
form of proxy . , ... , ........................................ . 
information circular ......................................... . 
pr<!"Y ....... : · ... · ..... .......... . .......................... . 
solicit and sohc1tat1on ........ . ...................... ........ . 
deposit of, time for ....................................... ..... . 
execution of ............. , .................................... . . 
expiration of .................................................. . 
information circular ........................................... . . 
instrument appointing 
bold-face type required . .. ......................... .......... . 
contents of ..... ... ....... .................. , , .............. . 
date of ................................................ .. · · · 
dating of, blank space for .. .................................. . 
discretionary authority indicated in ........................... . 
duty to vote in accordance with ..................... ......... . 
election of director to be named .......................... .... . 
li111its of authority .... , .............................. ....... . 
management soliciting in bold face ................ ............ . 
nominee, a lternative ................. ....................... . 
choice of in bold face ........... ..................... . 
powers of. . . ................................................. . 
regulations re .. , .............................................. . 
requirements for, by-laws re ................. .................... · 
revocation of .................................................. . 
solicitation of 
corporation most offering to public exempt ..................... . 
defined ................................................ · · · · · 































information circular necessary ....... ...................... . 
exceptions ..... : ................. ....................... . 
management solic1tmg ............ ........................ . 
persons soliciting ................ ........................ . 
mandatory ................... . ... . . ........................ . 
offence re .................... . ..... .. . ..................... . 
vote by ballot .................... . .... ........................ . 
PuBLlC ACCOUNTA~CY ACT 
opinion of accountant licensed under, re complia nce with trust indenture 
Punuc AUTHORITY 
capacity of corporation to enter arrangement with . ................ . 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
paymellt to, 
creditor unknown on dissolution, when .. .... . ................. . 
winding up, when .. ...................... . 
shareholder unknown on dissolution, when ..................... . 
winding up, when ..................... . 
property held in trust by 
conversion into money ........ ... . . .. ....................... . 
person entitled to ........... ...... .. ........................ . 
vesting of .................. ..... . .......................... . 
PURCHASER FOR VALUE 
delivery of security, to 
rights of, upon .......... ............................... . 
duty of inquiry upon ...... ........................ . ........... . 
limited interest of ........... ......................... ... ....... . 
notice to 
adverse claim, of ....... .................................... . 
terms of security, of .... '. . ........................... . . . . . . . . . 
without notice 
action for wrongful transfer re.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
adverse claim of........ . .... ............... . .......... . 
conditional delivery to, not a defense .......................... . 
defense of issuer against. ........ . .. .................... . .... . 
endorsement enforceable by . . . ............................... . 
effect of unauthorized endorsement upon, ...................... . 
improperly completed security re . ............................ . 
non-delivery to, not a defense .... ............. . ......... . .... . 
rights of, upon delivery of security ............................ . 
security lost, destroyed, etc., where . .................. . ... . ... . 
unauthorized signatures re ........... .................. . ..... . 
warranties to, where signed hy body corpora te ................. . 
warranty on presentment by ........ _ .. . . . .. ................. . 
to, on transfer of security . . . ...... . ................. . 
QUALIFICATIONS 
audit committee members, of. ... ... . ............................ . 
auditor, of ..................... ............................... . 
by-laws, re, 
directors, of ............. . .. ................................ . 
chairman of audit committee, of. ................................ . 
the board, of, subject to a rticles, etc ................... . 
directors, of. ...... . ... . .. . ..... .... . ................... · · · · · · · · 
by-laws, re .......... . . .... .. ..... . ................. . ....... . 
executive committee member, of .. ..... . ..................... . ... . 
liquidator, of. .............. . ... ............................. · · · 
president, of, subject to articles, etc ........................ ..... . . 
receiver, of .... . ...... . .... . . ................................ . . . 
receiver and manager, of. ... .............. . ................... . 
QUORUM 
board of directors, of. .. . .. ... . ....... . ................... . ..... . 
transaction of business, re . . .............................. , .. . 






















































BUSINESS CORPORA TIO NS-Continued 
QUORUM --:Continued 
executive committee, of ........................................ . 
shareholders' meetings, at, by-laws re .......................... .. . 
RAILWAY COMPANIES 
J\ct not applicable to ........................................... . 
REAL T'ROI'ERTY see LAKD 
RECEIVER 
auditor prohibited from acting as ................................ . 
employer of, ............................................... . 
partner of,. ................................................ . 
related person to,. .......................................... . 
damages against, of corporation in winding up ...................... . 
proceedings by, against director etc., acting beyond powers ......... . 
trustee of trust indenture prohibited from acting as ................ . 














arrangement inc1L1des .......... ,,., ........... , ............. ,, ... 216, 217 
RECORD DATE 
by-laws may provide 
shareholders entitled to notice of meetings, for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165 
vote at meeting of shareholders, for....... 165 
notice of shareholders' meetings, for 
corporation offering to public.,................................ 162 
not offering to public. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162 
voting rights, re, . . . ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165 
RECORDS see also AccouNTS and REGJSTER 
admissibility of, as evidence ...... , , ............................ . 
availability of, when in mechanical or electronic device ............. . 
audit of, by inspector .................. , , . , , . , ........ , .. 
auditor's right of access to ... ,,,,.,., ........................... . 
bound form, in ........................................... ...... . 
branch office, may be maintained at, ............................. . 
clearing corporation, of 
delivery through .. , ...................................... · .. · 
errors in ........................... . ........... , ........ , , .. 
transfer of security through ............... .... ............... . 












voluntary winding up, in ..................................... 235, 236 
winding up by court order, in .......................... ,, .. 230, 235, 236 
electronic form, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18-i 
exam ina tion of, 
creditors, by ............................. , ................. . 
directors, by ................ , ..... , . , .. , . .................. . 
shareholders, by ... ,,,,, ... , .. , ............................. . 
extracts may be made of ........... . .... . .. ..................... . 
false information in, re .................... ..................... . 
form of ...... ... .............................................. . 
head office, to lie maintained at,. .................. , . , ........... . 
incomplete, auditor's statement, re ..... , , ..••..................... 
inspection of, on winding up by court order. ...................... . 
loose-leaf form, in .......................... .................... . 
mechauical form, in ....................................... ..... . 
order for delivery of, on winding up by court order ................ . 
removal of ... .. , ............................... ..... . 
rescission of .......................................... . 
place of ................................. . . . .................. . 
production of, to inspector .............................. , ....... . 
offense, re .. , , , , , , ......................................... . 
protection of, where not in bound form .......................... . . 
responsibility for custody of, after winding np ............... . .. . . 
RECTIFICATfON 























REGISTER see also DOCUMENTS; Ri;;co1rns and B RA.NCH REGISTER 
corporation, of ..• __ .................................... . 
directors, of ........................... ................ . 
extracts from, permitted to be made ................ . 
head office, to be kept .:tt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
inspection of 
creditors, by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
directors, by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
shareholders, by ........... ............. . ............ . . . .... . 
security holders, of ............ . . . .. . . . ...................... . .. . 
branch ................... .................. . . . ............ . 
corporation .to m<;1-int<_1in ................... . ................. . 
effect of reg1stra t1on 111 .- .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
transfer agent may mamta111 ................................. . 
where kept .... __ .......... ............... . ........ . ... . . . .. . 
shareholders, of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
transfers, of 
branch ................................ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
corporation to maintain. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
effect of registration in ..... .. . .. . ... . ........... . 
particulars of ............. ................. . 
registration in ............. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ . . . 
transfer agent may maintain ........ . 
where kept. ......... ............... . ....... . 
REGISTERED FORM 
defined ...... .. ....... .... . .............. . ... . . . . 
delivery of security in .................. . ... . . . 
security in 
duty to register .................. . ...... . ............. . 
endorsement of ......................... . . . . . ........... . 
without endorsement, ........... . . , ..... . ................... . 
REGISTRAR 
transfer of securities, of 
duties of ................ ................................... . 
notice to ................ ................................... . 
unauthorized signature, by, .............. . ................... . 
warranties of, where body corporate ......... . .... . ..... . ... . 
REGULATIOKS 
contravention of 
body corporate, by ............ . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .......... . 
limitation period........ . . .. . ......... . ................... . 
penalty ........... .......................... . . . . . ... . ...... . 
defiii~dson_, -~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
false sta tcmcnt under 
defense to ........ .......................... . .............. . 
limitation period.. . . . . . . . . . . ......... . .... . . . ............ . 
penalty for ... . ..... ......................... . . . . .... .. . ... . 
Lieutenant Governor in council, by ............. . . . . . . . ... . ... . 
RELATED PERSON 
auditor, of, not to be a ppointed receiver, etc., of corporation ... 
not to be appointed when, benefici;tlly hold,; securitie,.; of 
corporation or subsidiary .............................. . 
ei..ception ... ............................ . . . . . ........ . . . ... . 
defined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
director, of, not to be a uditor of corporation. , .. 
officer, of, not to be appointed a L1ditor of corpora lion ... 
trustee in bankruptcy , of, not to be appointed auditor of corromtio11 .. 
of trust indenture, of, not to lie appointed receiver, l'IC., of 
corporation ........................... . .... . ... . ....... . 
REM{;"NE;RATION 
agents, of, by-laws, re ... . ... . ... . 
auditor, of 
appointed by court .......... . 























































RD! UXERA HON-Continued 
directors, of, by-laws re .................... ..................... . 
amount and period to be fixed .... . ................. . ......... . 
confirmation of. .................... . ....................... . 
employees, of, by-laws re ................................. . .... . . 
liquid'.3-t~r, of 
pnonty of ............................. . .... . . . .... . . . ..... . 
review by court of ........................ . .. . . . .... . ....... . 
voluntary winding up, in ........ . . . ........ ._ .......... . ..... . 
winding up by court order, in .......... . . . . . . . .. . .......... . . . 
officers, of, by-laws re ...................... . . . ................. . 
REPORTS 
auditor, of .................................................... . 
amendment of, where material change ......................... . 
auditor's duty to answer inquiries re .•............... . .... '. ... . 
con ten ts of. ................................................ . 
evidence of compliance with trust indenture, as ................. . 
inspection of, by shareholder ................................. . 
mailing of, to shareholders of corporation offering to public ..... . . 
where amended ................................... . 
qualified opinion in ......................................... . 
shareholder of corporation not offering to public entitled to ...... . 
shareholders, to ............................................ . 
statements to be contained in ..... ......... . . . . . . . . . ........ . . 
to be attached to financial statement ..... . ........ . ...... ... . 
read at annual meeting ................................ . . 
laid before annual meeting ...................... . 
evidence of compliance with trust indenture, as ...... . . . ........... . 
inspector, of 
admissibility of in proceedings ......... . . . ........ . ........... . 
appointed by corporation ............................ . 
court ......................................... . 
solicitor, of, as evidence of compliance with trust indenture ......... . 
REPRESENTATIVE ACTION 
corporation, on behalf of, .............. . ........ . ............... . 
application for order to commence ............................ . 
discontinuance of ................. .. .... .... ..... . . . ........ . 
interim costs of ......... ............................. . ...... . 
leave to commence re .............. .......... . ..... .... ... .. . 
settlement of ...... . ............... ........... . . . .... . 
trial and judgment of. ...................................... . 
notes to financial statement to give particulars of. ................. . 
shareholders, against, by creditors after distribution ................ . 
REQU!SlTI0:-1 
by-law, for ................................... , ................ . 
form of. ....................... · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
prohibition against .. , , , . , , .............. . . . .. . . . . ... .... . . .. . 
resolution, for ........................... ........... . .......... . 
shareholders, by, to call general meeting ...... . . . . .. . . . ... . .. ..... . 
duty of directors re ........ ' ' ' ........... ' ' . ' . ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' ' ..... . 
form of. .................................... ..... - . · . · · · · · · · 
repayment of expenses re ......... ........................... . 
shareholders resolution, of. ............ ......................... . 
deposit of .................. . .... . . . . . . . . . .............. .... . 
duty to deal with .................. ......................... . 
repayment of expenses re ...................... ... . . . . . ...... . 
RESERVES 
balance sheet to show ............. . . . ... . ..................... . . 
financial statement, in, defined ...... . ........................... . 
RESOLUTION 
appoint inspector to investigate corporation, to .... ................ . 
in voluntary windin~ up, to ........ ............. . 
appointment of officers by ...................................... . 
approve arrangement by liquidator, to, , , , .... . ............. . .... . 





























































RESOL "l:TIO)l-Contin ued 
sale of business in voluntary winding up, to. . . . .. . ...... . 
compensation for ............................ ............... . 
authorize application to court to wind up corporation, to ... , ....... , 
purchase of common shares, to, by director,; , ............ ,. 
conditions as to special shares in series, re ................. . ...... . 
filing of. ....................... ... ... ..... · .. · · · · · · . · · · · · · · · 
consent to, in writing 
by all directors ..... ,, .. , ... . ........................ , .. , , , . , 
shareholders ...... , ................. . . ... .... . . . ..... . . 
evidentiary value of .......... ............................... . 
directors, of, not open to examination ....................... , .... . 
dispose of records, etc. of corporation on winding up, to ............ . 














amalgamation, for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157 
restrict transfer of shares, to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157 
sale of undertaking, for ........ ............................... 156, 157 
establish time limit for deposit of proxies, to, by directors.. . . . . . . . . . . 167, 168 
head office street address changed by,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
filing of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
validity of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
issue and allot shares for value of past services, to.............. . ... 129 
records to contain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185 
refuse examination of subsidiary's financial statement, to, by directors. 20i, 208 
remove auditor before expiry of term, to........................... 191 
director before expiry of term, to ............ . ............. 178, 179 
requisition for, by shareholder........... ..... . ................... 158 
validity of ................... ........................ . . . .... l 58, 159 
seal of corporation to be adopted by,..................... . ........ 110 
change of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 
shareholder, of 
circulation of. ......... · ..................... · ...... . . . ..... . . . 
deposit of ....... ................................. . . . . . . . . . . . 
liability for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . . . ....... . 
notice of ....... ....................... . ............. ·.······ 
vary consideration for par shares, to, by directors .................. . 
filing: of ..................... ....... .. ............ . ......... . 









application for, to prevent corporate acts l>eyond powers ... . ........ 115, 116 
ROTATION 
election of directors in .. ............. . 
SEAL 
adoption of ........ ......... , .............. .. ................. . 
change of, by resolution of directors ........................ . ..... . 
contracts of corporation under .. ....................... . . . . . .... . . 
corporate name to be legible on ..... . .................. . . . . . . , . .. . 
corporation, of ............. ......... . ............. . . . . . ....... . 
power of attorney by corporation to be 11nder ... . . . . . ............ . . 
SECRETARY 
appointment of, by directors . . ...................... . . .... ..... . . 
.~orpora,~ion, of ...... .. .............................. . . . . ... . .. . 
officer , as . ......... . .............................. . . ........ . 
"senior officer", as .......... , ............. . . . .. ... .. ... . ...... . 
SECURrTrES 
admission of signature 011. ..... ... . ...•. •• . 
adverse claim on, 
notice of. .................. ... .. ......................... , .. 
after delivery ...... .. . .... . ........................ . 
rights of purchases re ........ ............................... . 
agent's d uty of good fa ilh where dealing iu ....................... . 
alteration of ..................... . .. . .. ....................... . 
auditor not to beneficially hold, of corporatio n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
<l isclosure of ....................... ... . .......... . ......... . 






















BlJSl~E:SS CORl'O RATIOKS--Conlinued 
SEC\; RITIES-Continued 
bearer form, in 
notice of adverse daims re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 
blanks in, who may complete ......... . . ................. . 
capacity of corporation to hold.. . . . . . . ........... . 
issue .......... ................ . 
secure ....... ... . ......... . ... . . 
limited object curpora tion to is,;ue . . ............ . 
compelling issue of identical, .... . ........... ... , ......... . 
recovery on ............................. .. ... . .. . .. . . ...... . 
completion of, where properly signed .......... .. . ... . . ... ........ . 
condit ional delivery of, not a defense to issuer .... ...... . . . ........ . 
condition re redemption of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . .... . 
contract for sale of 
unenforceable, where ..................... .... . .............. . 
"when distributed" ......... . . . ...... . . . .. ............ . .... . 
"when, if and as issued" ..................... ...... .. ..... . .. . 
debt obligations, defined ................. . . . . ....... . . . .. ... . . 
dcfaul t in payment for ......... . ...... . ... .................. . . 
defect going to validity of ...... . ...... . .. ...................... . 
defenses of issuer Oil .••..••••• • •• • ••. ........................... 
defined ....................... . ..... ..... . ........ . . . ... . . ... . . 
delivery of, 
bearer form, in .................... .......... . .............. . 
conditional, not a defense to issuer ... .. . . ... ... . .............. . 
necessity of for transfer .............. . . . . .................... . 
registered form, in ........ . . . ....... . ... . .. ................. . 
duty of seller to deliver ......... .. ..... . . ....................... . 
endorsement absent on ....... . . ... ... . . . . . .. . . . ... . ............ . 
of 
action where wrongful ......... .... ........ . ................. . 
a ppropria te person , by ...................................... . 
bla nk, in .......... . .. ..................................... . 
defined ............ . . . . .... · · · ······ · · · · · ··················· 
.f}duciary, by.;; .. ..... . . . . . ................................ . 
for collect1on .... .... . . . .................................. . 
"for surrender", .. , .. .. ... . . . . . ............................. . 
guarantee of ..... ... . .. .. ................... . .............. . 
partial .......... ......... . .. . ...... , ...................... . 
special form, in .... ......... . ............................... . 
. unaut~orize?, where . . ...... . . . . ....... .. ................... . 
evidence 1Il action on .... .. ... . . ... . ............................ . 
exchange of, 1·e adverse claims . . . .... .. .......................... . 
filing of ml'.rtgage to. secm:e .... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .................. . 
form of, pnor to reg1strat10n ... . . .. . , ........ . . . ................ . 
fraudulent alteration of. ........ .. . ............................. . 
fungible bulk, '.IS •.•.........•. • • . . . . •••• . •........ - ............ . 
• lll, • 
. clearing co~por~hons :e ...... . . ....... . ...................... . 
1~st~e o f,_ rcsultrn~ m ovcnssuc ..... .. . .. . . . ........ . . . ........... . 
limited interest tll •••.. • •. • .•• • • ••• •• .••.•.•..................... 
Jost, destroyed, etc., 
duty of owner re ....... .. . .. . . , ........ . .................... . 
notice of ................ . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . ...... . ........... . 
replacement of ...... .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .... . ................... . 
rights of purchaser for value . . . .. . ........................... . 
material change in, before issue ........ .......................... . 
non-delivery of, not a defense to issuer .. .. . ... . .................. . 
notice of defect in, 
surrender for exchange, on ......... .......................... . 
redemption, on ....... .......................... . 
notice of terms of ......... . ......... ........................... . 
overissuc of 
defined ... ... .............. . .. ............................. . 
exceptions to . . . . ........ . .................................. . 
issue, by . . .. . .... .................... - . - . - - · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · 
reissue, by .. .... .. ..... - ...... - - - · · · . · . · - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
valida tion, by .............. . .. .. ............... . ........... . 
pledge of, through clearing corporation . ...................... .. .. . 


































































private company, of 
restrictior1s on transfer re .. 
purchaser of, 
O\Vner, as ............... . 
rights of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
register of transfers of, to be rnaintaine<l ...... . 
registered holder of, 
liabilities of. ............................ . 
notice of meetings to .... ..................... . 
payments to .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
right to vote of ............................................. . 
registration of transfer of, ................. ...................... . 
liability for failure or delay in ................................ . 
of issuer for .... , ............... . ................... . 
notice of adverse claim, after ................... , ............. . 
reissue of, resulting in overissue ..... . ........................... . 
replacement of, by issuer .................................... , , .. 
conditions to .. ................................. , . , .... , . , .. . 
restrictions on transfer of, to be conspicuously noted ............... . 
"private company" exception .................... . ........... . 
rights of owner of, where endorsement unauthorized .............. .. . 
signature on, 
admission of .... ........................................... . 
burden of proof re ....... ................................... . 
effectiveness of ....... .............. . ....... , _ , ............. . 
i;-uaran~ee of-. .... ._ ..................... . . . . . ........ . ...... . 
111effect1ve pnor tu issue ................. . ... . . , ........ . 
surrender of, re adverse claim ......... . . .. ................... . .. . 
transfer of 
.iction where wrongful .......... . . ............ .... . . ...... . .. . 
clearing corpora tion through ............. . . . .......... . 
duty of issuer to register ......... ............. _____ .......... . 
to act in good faith mi ....... ........................... . 
. _ supply requisites for ....... .......................... . 
enimnecl ........ _. _ ........................................ . 
proof of authority re ......................... . ....... . ...... . 
proper form prior to, ........................................ . 
specific performance ordered for ................... . . . ........ . 
validations of, resulting in ovcrissue ................... _ ......... , . 
validity of, 
not warranted by signature ................. ................. . 
warranty on 
broker, by ......... .................... . ........ ... . ... .... . 
intermediary, by ............. ............................... . 
pledgee, by . ............................................... . 
presentment of, .............................. ............... . 
signed by body corporate ..................... . .............. . 
person ............................. . .............. . 
transfer of, ............ ...................... . ... . . . . . ...... . 
Seci;Rrrms Acr, 1966 
application of, 
appeals from commissions-, to .................. . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
commission hearings, to .... ................................. . 
SECGRlTY 
agents, officers and employees of corporation, of, by-laws re ......... . 
SECURITY HOLDER 
application by, 
compel suit against insider, to.. . . . . . . ................. , , ... . 
rectification of records, for. ...... . ....... . . ............. .. . .. . 
clearing corporation in 
pledgee, as.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... . 
transferee, as. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
list of, 
agents, to ........................ .......................... . 
affidavits re .. , .......... , . , ............................ . .. . 























































B U S I .NESS CORPORATIO~S-Continued 
S ECURITY HOLl>ER- Conlinued 
creditors, to_._ . . .. . _ ............... . . _ .... _ .. __ .... ____ _ .. __ 
shareholders, to .................... .... . . ___ .... ____ . ___ .. - -
tra fficking in, forbidden ..... . ....... ... . ..... . ... __ __ . __ . .. __ 
use of_ . __ __ ................ . . , , , .. ... , ....... . ... .. ... . ... . 
records of corporation to contain list of. .. ..... . ......... ... .. .. .. . 
registered, 
liabilities of, ........................ ............ ...... . .. .. . 
registered, of corporation entitled 
notice of meetings, to .. , .............. ........... . . . . .. .. .. . . 
payments, to ........................... .. . . , .. , .. ........ . . , . . 
right to vote, to ....................... . . ........ ..... _ ..... . 
SENIOR OFFICER 
defined .................... , , , , ........ . . . ..... _ .. . . . . _ ....... . 
insider, as .... _ .... __________ .............. .... . . .. . .......... . 
remuneration of, 
financial statement to note, ........... .. . .. . ..... . .. ....... . . . 
SERVANTS 
corporation of, by-laws re ............... . ................. . . . ... . 
S ERVICE 
corporation, on, after dissolution .. . . ........................... , .. 
S HARE CERTIFICATES 
allotment and issue of, by-laws re . .. . .. . ..... . . .... _ .. . ......... . . 
contents of ...................... .......... , .................. . . 
particulars of, on demand ...... .. . . . .... _______ ... __ . ___ ..... . 
special shares re . . ..... ,, ... .... , ..... _ .................... . . 
delivery of ......... _ . ......... ... . .. . . , ... , . .. .. . ..... . ..... . . . 
fee for issue of ............... .............. . . . .. . __ ... . _ . ..... . . 
fractional shares, for .. . . .. ... . . ................. . .. _ .... . ...... . 
issue of. ............. . .. .. .. ... , . . . , . . . ... . .... . ....... . ..... - . 
lien claim on shares to be noted on .... . ........... . ....... . . - .... . 
loss or destruction of 
notice of. _ .. __ . _ . __ . _ ......... .............. .. ... .. . . .... . . . 
replacement of ................ ........... _ .. . ... - - - . ....... . 
rights of issuer re .............. ..... . ....................... . 
restriction on transfer of shares to be noted on . ........... . ... . ... . 
shareholder entitled to ................. , , . . . .... . ............ . . . 
SUARES see also COMMON SHARES; SECURITIES and SPECIAL SHARES 
allotment of. ................................. . ... . ...... ...... . 
by-laws re ................... .. .. , .. . ..... . ... ... .. . . ... ... . 
capacity of corporation re ... , .. , . , ..... ... .. . . . ..... . ..... .. . . 
no fee payable for ........ . .... . . . .. . . . . . .. - . - . - . . . - - ..... . . . 
subsidiary, to, prohibited ...... ..... . ... . ......... . ....... ... . 
with par value ........... ......... .. .. . ....... . ... . ... . . . · - -
without par value .. . ....... . . . . ..... . .......... - ..... - .. .... . 
amalgamation agreement to contain particulars of .......... , ...... . 
a rrangements re 
consolidation of, ..... . ....... . . . .. . ... _ ... . _____ . ... .. ...... . 
reclassification of, _ . ... . . , . . , . ..... .... ........ . . . .. . . . . , , .. . . 
articles t o set out classes of .. , , ... .. .... . .......... .. . ..... . ... . . 
consideration for .. , .. .............. . ........ . .. ............. . 
number of ...... ......................... .................. . 
par value of. .. .... .. ........................ . . ... . . . .. . .... . 
by-laws re ..... .......................... .... . ................ . 
cancellation of, 
amalgamation agreement re ....... ........................... . 
capaci ty of corporation 
acquire, to . . ... . ........... ... .. ....... . ................... . 
issue and allot, to ...... .. ... ... .. ........................... . 
certificate to conta in part iculars of . . .... . ........................ . 
commission on sale of ... ........ . . ... .. ........................ . 
limitation re . . _ ....... . ..... ..................... - - . - .... .. . 
compensation, as, in sale of corporate property to another body cor-
porate ....... .. ....... . .... . .. ... .. .. .. ... . .. .. . .. .... . .... . 






















































BUSINESS COR PORATIO~S-Contmued 
SHARES-Continued 
validity of ..... _ .................. .......... . ....... _ ...... . 
consideration for ... _ .... __ ....... . .... ...................... . 
consolidation of, 
amendment of articles, by ..... ... ... ........................ . 
arrangement, by._._ .......... .... . ...... _ ... . ... . . . . _ ...... . 
conversion of, by amendment of articles .. ......... . .............. . 
corporation not to vote own .......... .. .. ....................... . 
director's liability for wrongful purchase, etc., of ...... . ....... . .... . 
dividends on ...................... . ..... . ... .. . .. . . . .......... . 
division of authorized capital into .............. .. . ............... . 
donation of, to corporation ...... . ...... . . . .... ... . .............. . 
equality of, in a class ........... . ...... ... ... . . . ....... _. _ ...... . 
fractions of 
cancellation of. ............. . ....... . . ... . . . ...... . ......... . 
elimination of, by purchase ......... .. .. . . . ... . ...... . ..... . . . 
registration of. .................... .... . . . ... . .......... . ... . 
share certificates re ............. . .. ...... . .. . ............... . 
fully-paid, mandatory .............. .. . .......... . .............. . 
holders of, affected by arrangement .. ....... . . . . . .. . ............. . 
incorporations re 
consideration for ................ ............... . . . . . ... .. ... . 
members of, held by ... _ ... ____ .. ...... . .......... . . . .... . .. . 
issued, amalgamation agreement re .... ................ . . . ....... . 
issue of .................. . ......... ........................ · · · · 
capacity of corporation re ....... ............. . . . .......... . .. . 
no fee payable for ............ ............ . ...... . ...... . ... . 
payment of dividends on ..... ......................... . ..... . 
stock dividend, as ....... _ . _ . . . ....................... . .. . .. . 
subsidiary, to, prohibited. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . ... . ... . 
with par value ............. . ... ... . ......... .. . . ... . ....... . 
without par value ..... : ..... .. .. ............ . ... . ........... . 
jointly held ................. _ .. ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . 
lien on, to be conspicuously noted on certilica te ..... . .. .. ... . .. . .. . 
loans for purchase of permitted... . .. . .... . . ......... . 
mortgage of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... - ..... . 
not fully-paid, application of Act to ... .. .. ....................... . 
payment for, by-laws re ..... . .. ... .. ... . .. .. ... . .......... . .... . 
personal property, as. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . . . 
purchase of, where demanded by shareholder. . .. . ..... . ... . . 
exception... ... . . ... . ..... ... .... . . . .... . .... . . . . . . . . .. . 
reclassi!ication of, 
amendment of articles, by ... .. _ .. __ . . ......... .. . . . . . .. ..... . 
;irrangement, by ....... . .... ... . . . .......................... . 
redesignation of, by amendment of articles . .............. . . .. .... . . 
registration of, by-laws re ....... .... .... ............. . ... . ... . . . . 
regulations re ............... - - . - - - . .. . ... . ........... . ... . . . . . . 
resale of, by corporation 
where donated ............ ................................. . 
purchased ............ ....... . ................... . . . .. . 
restrictions on transfer of ....... ..................... . ... . . . . . . . . 
sale of, by dissenting shareholder . .... ... .... . ............. .. . ... . 
price of. ..................... .............................. . 
resale of ..................... . . .... . ....... ... ........ · . · · · · 
sale not completed ............ ........ . ... . . ... ...... . .... ··· 
subdivision of, by amendment of articles . .. . . .................. . . . . 
transfer of ................... . . . .. . . .................... ...... . 
by-laws re . .... ... ...... .. . ... ... . . . .. .. .. . . ... . . . ... ...... . 
register of .. .. ...... _ ....... ..................... . ......... . 
yoid _during winding up .... . . ...................... . ... . ..... . 
votmg nghts re .. . ... .. .... .................... . . ... . . ... . ..... . 
without par value 
allotment and issue of __ . ..... . . . .................. . . ..... . .. . 
cancellation of. . . ... . .. ......... . ................. . . . . . ..... . 
consideration for .... . . .. - .............. . .. . . . . . ... . ......... . 
conversion of ..•.... ................. . ..... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .... 
number of ....... . .. .. .. ............. . ..... . . .... .......... . 
with par value 
allotment and issue of. .. .. .. . ... . .. .......... . ..... . . . . . . ... . 



































































S ttARES- Conli1111ed 
conversion of . ... .... . ............. ..... . . _ ....... __ . . _ .... __ 
expression of value .................. ......... .. . ____ .. . ... __ _ 
S HAREHOLDE RS 
a ggrieved, application to court by .. . .... .... . ..... .. ... ..... . ... . 
ainalgamation agreement, adoption of, by .. __ . . ........ __ ........ __ 
a nnual meetings of. ............... __ ....... . .......... _ ........ _ 
auditor's report to be read at_ ......... . . . . . .•.. . ........ , ... . 
examination of auditor's report at ...... . ..................... . 
right to raise questions .............................. _ ... . . . . . 
applicat~on by . 
appoint auditor, to .................... . ..... __ . _ ..... _ . __ ... . 
inspector, to ..... . .............. . ................ _ .. . 
liquidator, to ........... . ........................... . 
commence representative action, to ........................... . 
compel corporation to hold general meetings, to ................ . 
liquidator to produce bank pass-book, to ................ . 
damages against directors, etc., on voluntary winding up, for ..... . 
declare directors value for dividends wrongfully paid, to ......... . 
liable for shares wrongfully purchased, etc., to ... . 
direct method of holding general meeting, to ................... . 
order of compliance, for .............................. . ...... . 
rectification of books, for .................................... . 
restrain corporation from acting beyond powers, to ............. . 
review liquidator in remuneration, to ... . ...................... . 
st~y winding up l?roceedings, to ......... ... ........... . ...... . 
wmd up corporation, to_ ...... _ ....... . ... . ... . .. . . . ........ . 
appointment of inspector by ......... . . . .. __ .................... . 
powers of .......................... . ....................... . 
report of ........................... . ... . ................... . 
a ppointment of liquidator by, in voluntary winding up ............. . 
appraisal rights of ....................................... .. .... . 
approval of, to sale of corporate property on voluntary winding up .. . 
validity of. ................................................ . 
arrange men ts re 
affecting rights of. .. . .......... . . . . ... . . . . ...... . ........... . 
approval of, by ..... . .......... . ... . . . . . . . ...... . .... ... . . .. . 
s ubmission of, to ... . .......... .. ....... . .............. .. ... . 
a uditor may be questioned by .. . ... ... . . .. . ..................... . 
compelled to attend meeting of . .. ............. . ... . 
to report to .......................... ... ... . ... . ....... . 
he appointed by .................... .. ........ . . ...... . 
failure to appoint. ............. __ .... . . . . . . . .. .. . ........ ... . 
a uditor's remuneration to be lixcd by ............ .. ............ .. . 
report, to receive 
where not offering to public ..... . ....... . 
offering to public ................ . 
by-laws re 
confirmation of, by ..................................... . .. . . 
rejection of, by ........ .. .............................. .. .. . . 
class action against, on decrease of issued capital ............. .. . .. . 
classes of, re, election of directors . . ......................... .. . .. . 
confirmation by, of contract director interested in .......... .. .. .. . . . 
corporate property to be distributed rateably among, on winding up . . . 
corporation not to be, of own shares .......................... ... . 
cumulative voting by, for directors .......................... ..... . 
demand by, for particulars of preferences, etc., on shares . ..... ..... . 
directors to he elected by ....... ___ ...... _ ........... .... .. ... . . . 
d issen ting, rights of. ... .... . ............ . ... . . . . .... ... ... . . ... . 
dissolution of corporation authorized by 
consent in writing, by ............ .. ... . ... ...... . ........... . 
general meeting, at ....... . .... .. . ......... . .... . ......... .. . 
d ona tion of shu.res by, to corporation . . . . __ ......... . . .. ...... .... . 
examination of auditor b y ......... . .. ....................... . .. . 
. . financia l statements of subsidiaries by .. . ............. . 
a pphca ti on re . .... . ... .. . . ... . .......................... ... . 
exception to ... ............. . .... .. . ... ....... . ........ ... .. . 
general meetings of . .. .... . . ........... . . .. . , . ... .... . . ........ . 


































































Sn A REJlOLDERS- Conlinued 
joint, of corporation .. 
liability of 
decrease of issued capital, on ............. . 
dissolution of corporation, on . . . ............................ . 
limited, for acts of corporation . . ........................... . 
limitation of, on decrease of issued capital ................... . 
liquidator's accoun l lo be submitted to . .. . ..................... . 
notice of. ...... . ............ . .. ........ . ................... . 
list of security holders availa ble 
to use of ........ . ......... ............................... . 
list of, of corporation ............ .. . ........................... . 
affidavit re ........ .. . ... .... .................... . ....... . 
contents of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
trafficking in, prohibited . .. ... ......................... . 
loans to, by corporation prohibited .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... . 
exceptions .... .. .. . . . . . . . ... .............................. . 
material changes in fina ncia l sta temen ts to be reported to ........... . 
meetings of, 
by-laws re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .... . 
called by directors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . .... . 
directed by court on winding up .......... .. ....... . . . . . ...... . 
election of directors ilt. ............ . 
minutes of ..... ..... . 
notice of ....... ..... . 
place of ..... ....... . 
requisition for. ...... . 
time limit on .. ..... . 
notice to 
arrangement re . . . . . . . .............. . 
deemed to be received· ....................................... . 
general provisions re . ................ . . ... .................. . 
meetings of . .. ... . . ......................... . ........... . 
waiver of .. .... .... ........... .. ... . ... . . . .... . . . ......... . 
numbers of .... .... . .......................................... . 
personal representa tive of, re .................................... . 
proceedings by 
restrain corpor;1tion fro111 actin>(' beyond powers, to ............. . 
on winding up of corporation. . . . . ............... . 
beneft ts of .. ... . .............................. . . . . . . . ...... . 
proxy, use of, by .......................... . . . . .. .. . .. . ........ . 
executors of. ................................ . ... . .......... . 
revocation of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
record date re 
notice of meetings of, ................... . . . . . . .. ........ . 
right to vote at meetings of, ...................... . ... . . . . . .. . 
records of corporation may be examined by ....................... . 
extracts of ..... .. .. . . .......... . ........................... . 
redemption of, upo11 dea th . ..................................... . 
register of ..... . . . . .... . ................ . .. ...... ........ . 
place of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
removal of auditor by.. . . . . . ...................... . 
directors by, before expiry of tern1 ................... . 
liquidator by .......... . ... . ......................... . 
representative a ction against, by ere d i torn after di,trib11 Lion .... . . .. . . 
Ly, ...... . ...... . 
costs of..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . 
discontinua nce and settlement of. .... 
leave to comme nce ..... . 
tria l a nd judglllcnt of .............. . 
requisit ion by 
by-law, for ...... . 
meeting of shareholder:;, for. 
resolution, for .............. ... . 
resolut ion consented to in writing bv .. . 
of, Lo be circul<1ted .. : .. . 
share certilica te, entitled to, .. 
subsidiary noL to be, of holding: corporation. 
unk nown, rights of, on di%olution ..... . 


































































BUS! ;:-..;ESS CORPORATION'S-Continued 
SHAREIIOLDERS-Crmtinued 
voluntary winding up of corporntion to be voted by ...... . ......... . 
voting rights of ................................................ . 
winding up by court order to be authorized by .......... .......... . 
SJGNATURE 
admission of, on security ........................ . .... . ......... . 
defense of issuer on ............................. . .............. . 
effectiveness of, on security ........................... ..... ..... . 
guarantee of, .................................................. . 
defined ..................................... . .......... . ... . 
reasonable assurance re ............................ . . .. , ..... . 
sufficiency of ............................................... . 
security, on 
admission of, in action .............................. . ....... . 
burden of proof re ......................... . ................ . 
effectiveness of ................................ . ............ . 
un;1uthorized, on security 
prior to issue ..................................... .......... . 
warranty by purchaser for value on .............. ......... .... . 
SOCIAL CLUBS 
Act not applicable to ................... . ... .................. . 
SOLICIT OR SOLICITATION 
defined ........................................ ........... . ... . 
proxies, of, mandatory .......................... ............... . 
exception .................................................. . 
proxy t;:i st<1te on whos.e behalf, made ...... ...................... . 
restnct10ns on, of proxies ................. . . . ...... . . . . . . . ...... . 
exception ................................... . . ..... .... . . . . . 
untrue, offence ............... . ................................ . 
SPECIAL i\CT CORPORATJONS 
a mendment of articles by 
change of name, re . .. ................... ................... . 
SPEClAL BY·LAWS 
authorize directors to borrow on credit of corporation, t o ........... . 
contents of ................................... ....... . ...... . 
issue debt obligations, to ......... . . . ..... . 
contents of ................ ................ . 
mortgage corporate property, to .............. . 
contents of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . . 
chairman of the board provided for by ........... ..... . . . ...... . . . 
cumulative voting authorized by ............... .................. . 
defined ............................. . ......... ................ . 
directors, change in number of, by .......... ...... . . . ............ . 
filing of ......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
validity of. . ............................... ................ . 
dividends from operating funds where assets wasting declared by .... . 
validity of .................................. .. .. .. ..... .... . 
executive committee to be authorized by .......... ............... . 
head office, location changed by .................. . .............. . 
filing of ................................... ...... .. . . . .. .. . . . 
validity of .................................. ............... . 
loans to shareholders, etc., authorized by ..................... ... . . 
records to contain ...................... . ........ .............. . 
shares, commission on sale of, authorized by. , ..... . . . . . . . ........ . 
SPECIAL RESOLUTTOK 
amalgamation t0 be approved by .............. .................. . 
amendment of Articles to be authorized by . . ..................... . 
exception .............................. .................... . 
defined ........... . .......................... ................. . 
records to contain .............. .. ............ ................. . 
sale of undertaking of corporation to be authorized by .............. . 
























































SPECIAL SHARES see also }.luTUAL FUND SUARES; SJI.-1.RES 
amalgamation agreement re 
specify preferences, rights, etc., to ........... .. .............. . 
to be approved by, ............. . . ........... . ............... . 
arrangement may vary preferences, righls, etc., of ............... . 
articles to contain particulars of. . . .. . .. .. . ..................... . 
cancellation of, 
purchase by .................. .............................. . 
redemption by ............... .............................. . 
surrender .................... .............................. . 
classification of .................. ............ . ................. . 
conversion of, ................... . , . , . , ........................ . 
preference, right, etc., re .... , .. , , , , .......... . ............... . 
design;ition of .................. ..... , ..... . ..... . ............ . . 
equality of, i11 a class ............ ............................... . 
lien on, to be noled conspicuously .. . . . . ......................... . 
preferences, rights, etc., of, varied by amend111e11t of articles ........ . 
authorization of ....................... ........... . ......... . 
exceptions to ........................ ....................... . 
preferences, rights, etc., to be noted on share certifica te ............. . 
production of preferences. . . . . . . . . .. . .................. . 
purchase for cancellation, of. ... . ... . .... .. . .. .. ................. . 
method of ................ .. ... . ... ........................ . 
preferences, rights, etc., re .. , , ........... , ... . . . .. . ... , . . .. . 
prohibited where insolvent .. ................................. . 
redemption of, 
consent to ......... .. ..... ................................. . 
111ethod of .... . .... .. .... . . ..... , , , ..... . .................. . 
prohibited where insolvent. ... , .... , , . , , ................ , , , , .. 
series of, in a class 
articles, re firsl series .. .... .................................. . 
corporation of ....... .. .... ......... , .......... . .. , ... , ..... . 
dividends re ......... .... . ................... . .............. . 
equality of votes . .... .............. . ........................ . 
repayment of capital re . . . . . ........ , ........................ . 
statement re .. , . , , .... . , ...... . ...... . ....... , .. , .. , . , , , . , .. 
subsequent issue of , , . , ........................ . ............ . 
share certificate for, contents of re . ............... . .............. . 
surrender of, prohibited when insolvent ................... , ... , ... . 
transfer of,. ............... . ........ ........................... . 
restrictions re . .. , , ..... , . . . . .. , , .. , . , , ...... , , . , ..... , . . ... . 
voting rights of. . .. ... . .. . ... .... . . . ........................... . 
STATEMENT 








































con tents of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199 
notes to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199 
comparative financial ... .............. . ................ . ..... . .. 195, 196 
mutual funds re . .. . , .. .............. , ...... , , . . ,............ 196 
consolidated financial 
contents of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205 
financi<ll 
<lmendments to . .. , , , . , . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..... , . , . , . . 19-! 
approval of, by directors...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209 
auditors report on .. .. . .................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193 
to be attached to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209 
balance sheet in ... . ...... . ....... , .......................... 195, 196 
change in net assets re..................... . ............... 195, t96 
contents of where offering to public...... . . 195, 196, 203-205 
not offering lo rublic . . ........ . , .. , ...... 196, 203-205 
defined .. . ............... . ............................... 101 , 195, 196 
designation of ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
holding corporation of..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206-208 
insignificant ma tters re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203 
mailing of, where corporation offering to pub lic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209 
material change in ..................... . .............. . ...... 19.) 
notes to . .................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203-205 
period of .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1<J5, I 96 
qualified opinion re ........................... . . . ........ 193 




review of by audit committee ...... , . , ........ , , , .... ...... .. . 
sh<lreholders entitled to, where corporation not offering to public .. 
source and <tpplication of funds in ............................ . 
statement of auditor re ...................................... . 
profit and loss in ................... , ........ .... . 
surplus in .. , . , ...... , .......................... . 
subsidiary of holding corporation re., ........ ,, ....... ,,.,.,, .. 










contents of .......... , .. , .................................... 209, 210 
corporation of. ......... , .......... , . ,,,, ....... ,., .......... 209, 210 
defined .................................. ,, ...... ,, ... , .. 101, 209-211 
mailing of. ............................ . . _ .... . . . _ .. ____ .... 211 
mutual funds re ....... ,,,........ . ..... ........... .......... 210 
notes to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 
per~od. of. ........... , .................. . .... . ............... 209, 210 
vanat10n of penod ... ,..... . ...... . .......................... 210 
profit and loss, of 
contents of ......................... . ........ . .............. . 
designation of .............................................. . 
financial statement in ....................................... . 
laid before annual meeting ................................... . 
mutual funds re .......................... . ........ ...... . . . . 
notes to ............................. . . . ................... . 
omission from ............................ . ................. · 
source and application of funds, of. .. , ....... . .... . .............. . 
changes in .............. , ................ ......... , . _ ...... . 
contents of ................... . ........... . .. _ . __ .... _ ...... . 
designation of .......................... . . . . . . . .. . . . ........ . 
financial statement in ................... . . . ...... . .......... . 
special shares in series, of ....................................... . 
contents of, ......... , , .. , , , , . , ............................. . 
delivery of ............................... .......... ........ . 
filing of. ................................. . . . . . .. . . . ....... - . 
surplus, of 
contributed ............... . . . .............................. . 
designation of .............. , ............. . ................ , . 
earned ................................ . ............ . . - - · · · · 
financial statement in ................... . . . .. ............ . 





















production of, by liquidator ..... , . , ............ ,,.,.............. 233 
STAY 
winding up proceedings, of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235 
STOCK DrVIDEND 
declaration of. ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18-J. 
STOCK EXCHANGE 
lien for indebtedness on shares listed on, re. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 
offering of securities to public where listed on...................... 104 
sale of security on 
duty of seller, re........................ .. ...... ............. 148 
exception.................................. ................. 149 
SUBSCRJPTIONS 
co1nn1issio115 011. • • • • • o o • • • • • • • • • • • o o I o o o o • o o o o o I o I o I o o o o • o o • • • • • 
restrictions ...................... . ............ . . . ........... . 
loans, for, prohibited ..................................... ...... . 
exceptions ........... .......................... - ........... . 
SUBSIDIARY CORPORA T!ONS 
access of auditor to records of. .................. ................ . 
amalgamation of ............................... .. .. ............ , 
application of audit provisions to, .............................. , . 
arrangements re .................... . . . .................. - ..... . 
auditor's report re .... ................ , ..... ................... . 














non-consolidated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
defined ........................ . ..... ................... . 
financial statements of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ........ . 
application re ............... .... .. ....... . ................. . 
examination of by shareholders. . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
share allotments and transfers to, prohibited .. . ......... . .. . 
exception ........................... ................. . ..... . 
voling rights of ......................... ................. . ..... . 
St:PPLE.\IEl'TAll.Y L E TTERS PATEK!' 
continuance of, under Act. ............ ......................... . 
TAXES 
corporation, to be paid up before dissolution .... . ................. . 
TAXrl'G OFFICER 
costs and expenses of winding up to be taxed by ......... . ....... . 
TE~DERS 
purchase of common shares, for. .................... .. . . ....... . 
special shares for cancellation , for ............... . 
TRADE l\£ARKS 
capacity of corporation to acquire . .. . ................ . .... . .... . 
TRANSFER .-\GE.NT 
appointment of, by corpora lion . ....................... . ... . . . . . . 
body corporate signing as, warrants issue ............... . . . ... . 
branch, a ppointment of. by corporation .. .......... ... ... . 
duty of. t o act in good faith ..... . ......... .. . . . ................. . 
~1~ct•~~Ttf~; ;&1~~ci .b):.: ~~ .·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
share certificates signed b v... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
warranty of, where body corporate .. . ....................... . 
TJU.);SF E R OF SF.CU R.HIE S see also TRAXSFER OF SHARES 
action when , wrongful. ................ . 
agent, by 
duty to act in good faith .............. . .. . . . .......... . 
;1pplicarion of i\ct to registra t ion of. .............. . 
bea rer form, in . .. ... .. . .. .... . ....................... . . 
clearing corporal ion, throL1gh ... .. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
du ty of issuer to regis ter . .. .. ... . .............. . . . . . ... . 
for m of. .. .... . . .......... . ... . ..... ... . .. ... . . . . . . . 
injnnclion against .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ......... . 
order of specific performa nce for . . ................ . 
proof of a uthority for . ...... . ............ . . . ........ . . . . . 
proper form of sec urity prior to. ..... . ...... . . . . 
reg is ler of, 
person on whose behalf, mainta ined, d eemed i~sL1er ..... . 
regis tered form, in ..... ...... ... .. . ... . ... . ........... . 
regislration of, 
after notice of adverse claitn .. ........... . . . . . . . . . .. . 
clearing corporation, through . . . .......... . . . . . . . . ... . 
duty to provide requisites for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
liability of is~;uer for .. . .... . ... . ............. . ........ . 
for failure o r delay in . . ....................... . 
re~tr ictions on, 
aclllal knowkdge of ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.~on~picuously not~?, to be_. ................ . . . ... . 
priva te company exception ... ...... ........... . 
rightfulness of, 
endorsement guaranteed, where ............ .. . .. ......... . 
signa ture guaranteed, where .. ... . .......... . 
validity of, not affected by errors in records of clearing corporation .. . 
T RANSFER OF S HARES see also TRANSFER 01' SECURITIES 
amendment of Articles to restrict . ..... . .. . .. . 




















































BUSINESS CORPOR;\ TI OKS-Continued 
TRAKSFER OF SH:AilliS-Continued 
exception .......................... . ........ . .............. . 
branch register of 
eliect of registra tio11 in ...... , .. . ........ .................... . 
registrations in ..................... . ....................... . 
where kept ..... ............................................ . 
by-l";w~._ re ........... _. ..................... . . . ................. . 
proh1b1t1on of restnct1on on, .......... . ..... . .... . .............. . 
register of ................... . .... . . . ......... ...... . . ........ . 
registration in ............................................ ' .. . . . 
by-laws re ................................................. . 
restriction of 
amalgamation agreement to give particulars of ................. . 
a rticles to contain, .............. . ............ .............. . 
common shares, of. ..................... . . . . .. . . ............ . 
dissenting shareholders rights, re ................. .. , .......... . 
prohib!ted, where ........ ; . ; ................................ . 
share certificates to note restnct1ons on ........................... . 
void, when corporation in voluntary winding up ... .. .............. . 
TREASVRER 
::~:;~;·~ffi~~;·\ ;1~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
TRrSTF;l': see also INDENTURE TRUSTEIC 
authenticating, 
duty of. ............................... .................... . 
notice to ................................. .................. . 
securities signed by ..................... . . . ................. . 
warranty of, where body corporate ....... . .... .. ... ..... ...... . 
bankruptcy, in, not to be appointed auditor ...... ................. . 
employer of .............................. .................. . 
partner of ............................ , .................... , 
related peroon to ... , .. , ......... . .......................... . 
capacity of corporation as ........... . . . ...... .................. . 
contributory, of, liable .............. . ..... . ........ . . . ......... . 
dealings by corporation with ........................ ............ . 
endorsement of security, by ....... .............................. . 
loans to, by corporation for pension scheme ....... ................ , 
person holding shares as, liable on decrease of issued capital .. .. . .... . 
proceedings by, against directors etc. acting beyond powers ..... .. .. . 
voting rights of .............. .. ......... .. .. ........... . 
TRUSTEE AcT 
application of, to liquidators .... . ..... .. ...... ......... . 
TRUST lKDEKTURE 
a pplication of Act to .. ...... ....... ............................ . 
conflict of interest under ................. ...................... . 
defined ....................... . . . . . . . . . ........... . . . ... . 
evidence of compliance with 
additional provis ions re .............................. - .. . 
form of ... . ............. ........... , ....................... . 
guarantor by ................... . ...... ........... . ..... . ... . 
issuer by ............. ........................... . . . ....... . 
substance of ...... ........................ . ................ . 
exculpatory clauses prohibited in ......... ....................... . 
notice of default under . ... ............. .. ......... ......... . . . 
provisions deemed to be contained in .......... ..... . . . . . ......... . 
lJNDERTAKING 
arrang:emen ts, re sale of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
capacity of corp:iration to dispose of ............ ... . . . ........... . 
corporation, of, to cease on winding up ........................ . .. . 
dissenting shareholder's rights upon sale of. ....... .... .... . 
sale of, by corporation in voluntary winding up ... . ... .. . . .. . ... . .. . 
compensation for. ................... .................... . .. . 
confirmation of ................................. . . . ......... . 
validily of ..................................... . ... . ...... . . 




























































auditor, in office of. .......... .............................. . 
board of directors, in 
powers of directors re ....... , ........ , ................ , , .... . 
when quorum in office ..... ............................... . 
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